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By RANDALL PARRISH

A War Sea Story Abounding in Adventure
and HighC Romance
Copyright A.

H0LU3 CONSENTS
TINUE

VOYAGE-BASC-

TO TAKE CHARGE

OF SHIP AND

CON-

AND M'CANN ARE DEADLY

OM

ENEMIES

McClurc at Co,

DISSATISFACTION DEVELOPS.

Synopsis Robert Hollls, who tells the story. Is a guest on
GIrard Carrlngton's yacht, Esmeralda. It Is supposed to be a "stag"
party, and Hollls Is surprised on discovering a woman, who evidently
wishes to remain unknown aboard. She merely tells him her name
la Vera. Carrlngton tells his guests of the coming war, and that he
Is engineering a copper pool. The yacht Is sunk In
collision and
Hollls saves McCann, millionaire, and one of the party. Hollls and Mc-Carescue Vera and leave the ship In a small boat McCann refuses
to submit to the authority of Hollls, and the latter enforces obedience.
The castaways are sighted by a ship, the Indian Chief, which takes
them aboard. The vessel Is badly storm damaged. All officers are dead.
Bascom, the owner, says he Is taking a cargo of ammunition to Germany.
CHAPTER X.

"You

you consider the attempt very

uangerousr
We Accept Adventure.
As I emerged from behind the butt
of the mlzzenmast, the only person visd
ible was a
cabla boy industriously rubbing away at
grease
spot on the deck. He was ttit aware
my
presence
ef
until I spoke, when
he gazed up at me across his shoulder,
with seeming little Intelligence in his
dull eyes.
"Do you know which of these staterooms the lady was given"
"Ob'yes, sir; over there; I Just took
her in a needle an' some thread."
"AU right what Is your name?"
"Joe Joe Moon, sir."
I crossed over and rapped at the
stateroom dcor, which had a figure "5"
stenciled on the upper panel.
"Who Is there?" she asked.
"This Is Hollls; could you spare me
few moments?"
"Certainly ; I will come out directly,"
she laughed, "I have been doing some
emergency mending."
I picked out a chair and sat down.
A moment later the door of Mo. 5
opened, and the girl greeted me pleasantly, crossing the cabin swiftly, and
extending her hand, as I arose to my

feet

"I feel actually born anew, Mr. Hol"I am almost
she exclaimed.
afraid I was losing my nerve In that
little boat Where Is this steamer
lls,"

bound?"

"That Is what I called upon you I o
discuss. Sit down here, and I will give
you the whole story. The captain and
both matea are dead; the fellow on
deck In charge when we came on board
was the chief engineer. The owner of
boat and cargo, however. Is here; I
have just been talking with him In
the cabin yonder. He la In poor health
and crippled In one limb."
"What Is his name?"
"Foolishly I forgot to ask, and Masters that Is the name of the engineer neglected to mention It when he
Introduced us. However, that makes
no difference In the facts. I'll tell you
the story, as briefly as I can."
She listened Intently, leaning forward In ber chair, her rlngless hands
clasped, her eyes on my face. The

Her Eyes Wore Shining, and Her Hand
Reached Forth, Unconsciously, and
Rested In Mine.

story seemed to thrill her,
breathing as It did the mystery and
romance of the sea.
"And that Miss Ten," I said at last
"la the present situation. It la for yon
to furnish the final solution."
"For me I You tell me all this merely
to leave the decision with me?"
"Tes; I shall do nothing against your
simple

expressed wish."
"Why but what would you do, if
you were here alone?"
"That would be entirely different I
have no family, no near relatives bring; not even any special friends to
mourn greatly ever my demise. I
might willingly risk my Ufe in such
an adventure, and think little of It
I know the sea and Its perils, and such
game as this to likely to have its

"Of capture, and possible Imprison
ment yes. Probably our lives will
not be In any special peril. We have
no arms with which to resist If once
overhauled, a prize crew would be put
on board, and we would be taken to the
nearest British or French port as prisoner of wnr. Our cargo, destined for
tne German government would be am
ply sufficient to condemn us. Under
the circumstances, our own country
would moke no effort to protect us. I
should not mind, but I cannot expose
you to hardship and possible Imprisonment."
Her eyes were shining, and her hand
reached forth, unconsciously, and rested on mine.
"How long would It require?"
"Weeks, probably; I should choose
the mere northern route, around Scotland, and then skirt the Norway coast
through the North sea."
"To place me on some other vessel
at sea would spoil your plan, Mr. Hollls?"
"It would render our chances of success much less. The only possibility
would be the meeting of some American ship, homeward bound, whose captain would promise to make no report
Such a one might be hard to find, especially If he suspected we were endeavoring to carry munitions of war to Germany."
"Do you believe the Germans are
right In this war that you ought to
Ud them?"
"I cannot answer that," I answered
honestly enough, "for I do not fully
understand the conditions. To be perfectly frank, however, my sympathies
are with England and France. In
this case I em not considering either
side, but the poor devil who owns this
ship and cargo. What we carry on
board here will not be a drop in the
bucket, but its loss will spell ruin to
him, and that Is the thought which Influences me."
"And I could not even dispatch a
message wireless?"
"The Indian Chief has no equipment
No, Miss Vera, we shall be absolutely
lost to the world until we are either
captured, or safe in some German port
I would not deceive you the project
Is both a desperate and a dangerous
one."
The girl remained silent her eyes
lowered to the deck. I had said all
possible, determined as I was not to
influence ber decision. As she did not
speak, or change her attitude, I arose
and walked across the cabin to where
I could look out forward.
"Mr. Hollls."
"Yes." I turned.
"I must decide this? You mean to
leave It all to me?"
"There Is no other way."
"But I do not know what to say. I
thought at first I could answer yes,
gladly. I am not afraid, not the least
bit afraid ; and If I could only get some
word back to my people In New York
that I am safe, I would almost welcome
tho adventure. I am only a girl, you
know, and I I like such things. But
they will worry horribly, for they have
no knowledge of where I am. No one
knows. I I have simply disappeared,
and papa will have detectives hunting for me, and will have to tell
mother. They will Imagine all sorts
of horrid things. And you say It may
be weeks, or even months, before I
could get a message to America?"
"I am afraid so. Miss Vera ; I wished
you to understand the exact truth."
"Oh I I do not think that would be
right do you?"
"I thought you might feel that way,
and so made no pledge before telling
you the story. Of course, I knew nothing of bow you were situated; or under what circumstances you had left
home."
"I stole away unknown to anyone;
It was Just a lark, a foolish Juke. No
one knows where I am. If I could only
send them word I"
I touched the bent head gently with
my hand.
"Do not worry," I aald kindly. "We
wtll give the schema np entirely, and
bead toward the nearest American
port Perhaps lock may favor us, and
If we meet an American ship, wa can
transship rou. nd tbn taka a chano

knowing that you are safely homeward
bound."
"But I understood you to sny that
that would only increase your peril
"It might and it might not At least
I will not consent to have you irapilcated in the affair any further than you
are now. I will not sacrifice you to
help our friend yonder save his for
tune. I'll give him my answer now.
I took a step aft, but paused sudden
ly, for the door of the owner's cabin
opened, and he ' came limping forth,
resting heavily on a enne, his white
face clearly revealed In the glare of
the skylight I stepped back beside the
girl, who, aroused by my sudden movement glanced up and saw him. Almost
instantly she was upon ber feet, best
tated an instant as though perplexed
at the man's appearance; then advanced and met bim.
"Mr. Bnseom," she exclaimed, "can
this Indeed be you?"
"You speak my name, certainly," he
replied, but gazing into her face seem
"Yet I do
ingly without recognition.
not recall "
"Oh, yes, you do; surely you must,"
"Why, you have
she Interrupted.
changed more than I. Do you not remoonlight
nights at Palm
member the
Beach? The fishing parties along the
coast?"
'Vera!" he cried, a note of delight
in his voice. "Of course I remember;
but you have become a woman, the
very last person In the world I expect
ed to see. And so you are the lady
we were fortunate enough to rescue.
Mr. Hollls never even mentioned your
name."
"There was no reason why I should,"
I said, "having no thought of your previous acquaintance.
The young lady
and I have Just been discussing the situation "
Walt Just a moment Mr. Hollls,"
she Interrupted, ber eyes still on Bas-com- 's
face. "This discovery changes
everything.
Mr. Bascom Is an old
friend."
So I judge; but I do not Intend to
let that Influence your decision."
"But It will, and does!" a certain
Impetuous appeal In her voice. "I did
not understand before, as I do now.
You are the owner, Mr. Bascom? This
Is your boat and cargo?"
'Yes, Vera; things have not gone
well with me of late, and my entire for
tune Is here," he answered rather bitterly.
I am sorry; I had not heard. You
have been terribly 111, from your looks,
and are lame. It It was that affair
In New York, from which you never
recovered?"
"I was In the hospital for months,
and scarcely hoped to Uve. That was
when my business went to smash."
"Father never told me; and your
mother?"
Is living In Philadelphia, but In
rather straitened circumstances, and
111 ; my younger
brother has been com
pelled to leave school and seek employ
ment" He smiled weakly. "I had
hoped this voyage would set us all on
our feet again."
She released her hand from his
grasp, and sank down once more Into
the chair, her glance leaving bis face,
and seeking mine.
"Mr. Hollls," she said, almost defi
antly. "It is my wish that the Indian
Chief continue Its voyage."
"But I cannot consent"
"You left this decision to me. Well,
My comfort
I make that decision.
even the momentary fear which my
family may feel over my strange disappearance, could never justify my refusal. I know this gentleman, and
have met his mother; we were good
He shall not be ruined
friends.
through any whim of a girl. I urge
you to go ahead, not considering me In
the least."
I cannot quite understand so sud
den a change."
Perhaps you do not understand
women," she said, and smiled. "Surely
you recall who Mr. Bascom Is?" 'Not in the remotest degree.
'But we spoke of him In the boat
Philip Bascom."
My eyes widened, and I caught my
breath.
'Good heavens! yes; now I recall
the affair. He Is the man Fergus McCann shot In the hotel restaurant That
was the accident he speaks of. Wby,
this Is strange enough to be fiction.
Bnseom stood, leaning on bis cane,
looking at us, as though falling to com
prehend what It was we were talking
about Possibly be did not catch our
words clearly, for his white face appeared puzzled.
"You speak of me?" he asked, "or my
difficulty with SlcCannT"
She looked np at him earnestly.
"Yes ; It Is very strange. You should
know the truth. There were three of
us who escaped together when the
yacht sank; Mr. Hollls, myself and
Fergus McCann."
Bascom straightened, his lips pressed

tight

NEWS-HERAL-

struggle, as he stared Into our faces.
It was (lldlcult for him to Bad words;
to even control his mind.
"This this Is a misfortune," he said
finally. "I do not know how It will end.
I have sought to avoid the man.
Miss
Vera, do you know the truth of Unit
affair? not the newspaper story, but
the facts?"
She shook her head.
"I only heard that the trouble oc
curred over Myra Bradley.
McCann
found yon together, and shot you In a
fit of Jealous rage."
"So far the story was true; but I
was not at the restaurant with Miss
Bradley. I had never, but once before.
even spoken to her. She called me
to her table that evening, where she
was dining alone, to question me re
garding some mutual friends In Phila
delphia. Our brief conversation was
most commonplace. McCann shot me
without warning; I did not even know
he was near until the woman
screamed."
"But," I said, as he paused, "was
there no trial? That was not the newspaper story."
"I know it," bitterly, "and I have
only my word to give you. I could not
defend myself, and no one else made
any effort to do so. McCann had
money and Influence; I was lying un
conscious In a hospital. The girl was
shipped off to Europe; a waiter swore
that I drew a revolver, which he after
wards picked up on the floor; the police exonerated McCann on the ground
of
and the case never
came to trial."
I held out my hand.
"Having had some experience lately
with McCann," I said heartily, "I am
perfectly ready to accept your version.
His being on board Is awkward and
unpleasant but we must put up with
it as best we can. Is this your thought,
Mr. Bascom?"
He did not answer at once; not
until she looked up questlonlngly.
"There Is nothing else possible," he
said at last, but as though the admis
sion hurt "My nature Is not revenge
ful, although I certainly have no feel
ing of kindness toward this man. How
ever, this Is my ship, and he Is my
guest ; as long as he remains on board,
I shall treat him as I would any other
under like circumstances."
T knew you would say that," the girl
"Now everything Is all
exclaimed.
right, Mr. Hollls?"
'As nearly so as we can make It," I
answered, assuming an ease I was far
"Your decision Is that
from feeling.
we continue the voyage to Germany?"
'To wherever Mr. Bascom desires to
go."
'Very, well. And you appoint me
captain, delegating to me full author
ity?"
"I do, with pleasure."
I held out my band, surprised to note
the. strong grip of the slender, white
fingers responding to my clasp.
"The matter Is settled then, let the
result prove what It may. It Is already
growing dusk; I will go on deck and
assume command."
CHAPTER
I

XI.

Select My Officers.

The die was cast. However the
strange adventure might eventually
end, whatever peril lurked ahead of us,
It was now too late for regret. The
full responsibility I had assumed alme as I first
most overwhelmed
emerged upon deck, but there came to
me also a spirit of recklessness, which
brought a laugh to my lips and a shrug

to my shoulders. Why should I care?
It was her choice, not mine. A moment
I lingered at the port rail, staring out
Into the smother o the coming dusk,
wondering how It would all end, before
I climbed the ladder to the poop deck.
The negro was at the wheel, while
Masters stood aft gazing astern. He
was not aware of my presence until I
spoke sharply.
"Mr. Masters."
"Aye, aye, sir;"
"I have agreed to take command of
the vessel for the remainder of the voyage," I said quietly, "ond would have
a word with the crew."
"The remainder of the voyage, sir?"
"Yes; the vessel has suffered no serious damage, and there are surely
seamen on board to serve as watch officers."

"The bosun Is a good man, sir."
"What Is bis name?"

"Leayord."
"Very well ; have the men piped aft"
"AU hands, sir?"
"Certainly, Mr. Masters. They have
had rest enough, I Imagine, the past
few days. Now they are In for a spell
of work."
I was not altogether pleased with
the engineer's manner, a vague suspicion coming Into my mind that he also
rather preferred a return to Baltimore,
and that the crew might desire the
same decision. As I went forward to
the rail I noticed that both Vera and
Bascom had come np as far as the
head of the companion, and now stood
there In the shadow, where they could
both see and hear. McCann, however,
did not appear, and was probably
asleep below, or still doctoring his discolored optic X bad Just a moment to
observe these things before the men
began to appear aft the mainmast and
form In a straggly Une across the deck.
They wera Indeed a rough-lookin- g
lot
even for a freighter's crew, plainly
showing the effects of prolonged debauches ashore, with several among
them still manifestly under the Influence of liquor. The
of sea discipline on board was evidently to be my first task, and my
here now; a guest on board teeth clenched tightly aa my eyea swept

"He u
my ship?"
"Yea : I do not know where sleeping
In one of the staterooms, probably. I
have not aeen him since I came over
the sida."
ascom's axpreaalon "vtl ona ox

their faces.
"Come farther

aft men," I ordered
sternly. "Bosun, bring them closer In,
can
where they
hear what I say ay I
that's more like It"
I -- fcarod down Into the upturned

faces, noting, It seemed to me, characGREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
teristics of every race on earth, ond
nas
been used for all ailments that
rpBllzInu that here before me was
ire caused by a disordered stomach
crouned the scum of the seven sens.
"Men," I began, gripping the rail and and Inactive liver, such as sick headsour stomach,
speaking Bwiftly, "my name Is Hollls, ache, constlpntlon,
and I held command in the old Atlas nervous Indigestion, fermentation of
palpitation
of
food,
the
heart caused by
line. The owner of this vessel and
cargo Mr. Philip Bascom has Just gases In the stomach. August Flower
laxative,
regulates
gentle
digestion
a
as
Is
me
appointing
done me the honor of
"
both in stomach and intestines, cleans
captain for the remnlnder of the
and sweetens the stomach and alimenThe fellows' remained silent, except tary canal, stimulates the liver to sefor the restless shuffling of their feet crete the bile Inandall impurities from the
Sold
civilized countries.
blood.
on the deck.
"And what is the vlge to be, mister?" Give it a trial. Adv.
suddenly asked a hoarse voice back In
Had to Register.
the srrouD.
A negro lad, one of the dusky kind
"The same one you signed on for, of that come up from the South, appeared
course."
at a local draft board recently and in"Ter Hamburg?"
quired for n questionnaire.
head."
her
lay
we
where
"That's
"How old are you?" he was asked,
"But ter perdition wld it; we've
and his answer was : "Eighteen."
wrecked ship, an they tell us there
"It wasn't necessary for you to regisa wnr on."
ter for the draft," he was told.
"Who tells you that?"
"Not necessary ! Man, you don't
"The guy that come aboard along
know that town where Ah registered.
with yer; he told the cook."
working on the street when
"Well, war or no war, this ship All w'us cops
grubbed me and said,
big
cleared before there was any declara- - two
'Klgguh, you bent it over there and
registah or we'll beat yoh haiil.' "
He Did.
lie finally managed to get the word's
from between ills teeth.
"Will you marry me, Ethel?" he
stammered.
She had just met somebody she
lifted better, and trying to let him
down easy, she began ; "I thought you
knew belter "
He choked back the lump of bitterness when he realized the position
which she was attempting to assume;
"Oh, sure I do, but they have all turned me down," he replied.
Cutlcura Kills Dandruff.
Anoint spots of dandruff with Cutlcura Ointment. Follow at once by a
hot shampoo with Cutlcura Soap, if a
man; next morning if a woman. For
free samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept
X, Boston." At druggists and by malt
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.

"From Now On You Will Mess

Aft"

tlon, and you fellows shipped with her
for the voyage."
He," sang out an
"That's a d
other voice shrilly. "The most of us
wus signed on by crimps."
I straightened up, determined to end
the matter then and there.
"We have had enough of this, lads,"
I said sternly, staring straight down
into their faces. "I don't know who
among you are doing all of this talking, but I'll answer you this : I am captain of the Indian Chief, and If any of
you want to try out whether I can
handle my crew or not, go to it. Bosun,
come here."
The man named separated himself
from the others, and slowly climbed
the ladder. He was a big, muscular
fellow, with red hair, clipped close to
his head, and Intelligent blue eyes.
"Your name is Leayord?"
"Aye, aye, sir."
"This Is your first voyage on the
Indian Chief?"
"No, sir; my third."
"Very good, Mr. Leayord; from now
on you will mess aft, and rank as first
mate, serving watch and watch with
me. Is there a man forward capable
of filling the second mate's berth?"
He ran his eyes over the group be
low rather doubtfully.
"Olson might, sir," he answered
finally. "He Is sober, and a good seaman."
"Step forward, Olson."
The mass of men parted slightly, and
a man was pushed to the front. He
possessed a strongly mnrked Swedish
face, smooth shaven and almost boyish.
"How old are you, Olson?"
"Twenty-eigh- t,
sir."
"You know the sea?"
"Twelve years In the fo'castle, sir."
"All right; I'm going to give you a
chance to moke good as second officer,
Mr. Olson. Now, lads, that's all for
the present. I take It you are sailor-me- n,
and know what that sky means.
The chances are ten to one we'll have
a storm before midnight, and we'll
meet It better with clear decks. Get
forward, all hands, and clear away
that rlflie lively now."
They were a bit slow about It grum
bling among themselves. Olson spoke
once or twice, although I could not
hear exactly what was said, and the
power of sea discipline finally con
quered. Within ten minutes they were
working cheerfully enough, and Lea
yord had ceased his gruff ordering, and
stood silent beside the lee rail. It
pleased me to observe that Olson took
hold along with the others, and did his
fuU share of the work. I leaned far
ther over to gain view of the cabin entrance, but Bascom had disappeared.
The girl, however, held her place, and
glanced up, her eyes meeting mine.
Could I come up there, Mr. Hol
lls?" she questioned.
'Certainly ; as a passenger this deck
Is free for your use. Take the starboard ladder."
I save her my hand, and helped ber
to grasp the rail. She glanced about
Into the mist.
'How gray and somber It la," she
said soberly. "The fog la almost Uke
a hand clutching at you."

McCann complicates tho already serious situation by stirring up mutiny. Things begin to
look bad for Hollls and Versas told In next Installment
(TO BU COMTiNVKDJ

What "His Bit" Really Means.
As first used In England, "His Bit"
was intended to convey the Impression
of "his all," but the term "bit" as used
in this country rather minimizes the
task before us. Men think of one doing
"his bit" in a sense of smnllness rather
than In a sense of consecration of their-allLet's find some new expression-- ;
stronger, more emphatic, more all-ebracing, and yet not profane, which
conveys the thought that we must do
our utmost In this great world war.
Manufacturers' Record.
Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Red
Cross Bai Blue: have beautiful, cleai
White clothes. Adv.
Animals Admitted to Heaven.
According to the Mohammedan religion, ten animals were worthy of ad
mission to heaven. They were :
The dog Kratlm of the Seven Sleep-- 1
ers of Ephesus. These martyrs were
walled in a cave and slept 230 years,
the dog sleeping with them.
Balaam's ass which reproved the
prophet.
Solomon's ant which reproved tho
sluggard.
Jonah's whale.
The ram of Israel which was offered
In sacrifice by Abraham in place of
Isaac.
The camel of Saleb.
The cuckoo of Belkis.
The ox of Moses.
Al Borak, the marvelous steed which
carried Mohammed to heaven.
The ass on which Jesus rode into
People's Home Journal.
Jerusalem.
Not to Be Expected.
'Josephine had a quiet wedding.
didn't she?" "Oh, no; she had to be
there, you know."
The man who Insists on seeing with
perfect clearness before he decides
never decides.

Bulldlng-ufor the Spring Attack at
the Front is a good deal like putting
tne Doay in condition for an invasion
of the germs of grip, pneumonia or
"Spring fever" here at home.
At this time of the year most people

suffer from a condition often called
Spring Fever. They feel tired, worn
out, before the day Is half thru. They
may have frequent headaches
and
sometimes "pimply" or pale skin and
white lips. The reason for this Is that
during the wintertime, shut up with.
In doors, eating too much meat and
too little green vegetables, one heaps
fuel Into the system which is not burned
up and the clinkers remain to poison
the system a clogging up of the circulation with Inactive Uver and kidneys,
Time to put your house In order.
For an Invigorating tonic which will
clarify the blood, put new Ufe In the
body, sparkle to the eyes, and a
wholesome skin, nothing does so well
as a glyceric herb extract made from
Golden Seal root, Blood and Stone
root, Oregon grape root and Wild
Cherry bark. This can be had In convenient, ready-to-us- e
tablet form at all
drug stores, sixty cents, and has been
sold for the past fifty years as Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. By
reason of the nerves feeding on the
blood, when the blood Is pure the
nerves feel the effect, and neuralgia or
other nerve pains disappear because
such pain Is the cry of the starved
nerves for food. When suffering from
backache, frequent or scanty orine,
rheumatic pains here or there, or thai
constant tired feeling, the simple way
to overcome these disorders Is merely
toejbtain Dr. Pierce's Anurlc front
your druggist. In tablets, sixty cents.
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FIRST YEAR
WAR

OF

REVIEWED

Achievements of United
Recounted in Official

GREAT

ARMY

IN

States

TRAINING

Land forces Now Aggregate 123,801
SrMated
Officers and 1,528,924
Men Navy Personnel ia
Tripled.

The United States Is now entering
upon lta second year of war. On the
first anniversary of the beginning of
hostilities between this country and
Germany, the people are Interested In
knowing what has been done by the
United States In waging and preparing to wage war upon the forces of
Prussian autocracy. The committee
on public Information of the United
States government. In a review of the
first year of the war, gives a resume
of the activities of the various departments of the government as they
are concerned with prosecution of the
war. The committee announces that
all statements made are authorized
by the war department, the navy department, the United States shipping
board and the treasury department.
The outstanding feature of the first
year of war. It Is pointed out
In the review, has been the transformation of the standing army and National Guard, composed of 9,524 officers and 202,510 men into a fighting
force that now aggregates 123,801 officers and 1,528,924 enlisted men.
A statement of the adjutant general
shows that the regular army which in
April, 1017, comprised 5,791 officers
and 121,797 men, now is made up of
10,608 officers and 603,142 men. The
National Guard In April, 1917, Included 8,733 officers and 76,713 men, while
now It comprises 16,803 officers and
431,583 men.
The reserve corps In
service one year ago Included 4,000
men. Now It includes 90,210 officers
and 77,300 men. The National army,
which did not exist one year ago, now
Includes 516,839 men.
vanguard (military
A substantial
expediency prohibiting publication of
actual numbers) of this army is meeting the enemy in France today or Is encamped there awaiting the call to the
trenches; In 18 cantonments and 16
camps and on numerous aviation fields
and in a variety of other schools In
all parts of the United States the men
of the remaining army are hardening
and training for their part In the great
contest overseas.
Behind the activities of this vast
force lies a great industry organized
to produce an adequate supply of munitions, equipment, and provisions,
and to provide transportation to the
firing line, almost every branch of
essential Industry of the country having been drawn upon to produce these
material requirements.
Expeditionary Forces.
for
Military necessity particularly
bids a detailed review of the activities
of the American expeditionary forces.
General Pershing and his staff arrived in Paris on June 14, 1917, 69
days after the declaration of war. The
first American troops arrived in
France on June 26. On July 4, In celebration of our natal day and a new
fight for liberty, Amerlcun troops paraded the streets of Paris and were
greeted as the forerunners of great
American armies and vast quantities
Of supplies and ammunitions.
On October 10, 1917, 187 days after
the war was declared, American soldiers went on the firing Une. In January American soldiers took over permanently a part of the line as an
American sector, and this line Is gradually lengthening.
Behind the fighting line In France
the American forces have scientifically
prepared a groundwork of camps, communications, supply bases, and works
In anticipation of operations by the
They are
full force of the army.
building and have built railroads, hospitals, ordnance bases, and docks In
France. They have constructed immense barracks, erected sawmills, reclaimed agricultural lands, and carried forward many Incidental enter-

'
prises.
The construction of sn ordnance
base in France, costing $25,000,000, is
now well under way. Great quantities
of material

used in the foreign

con-

struction work have been shipped from
the United States from fabricated
Ironwork for an ordnance shop to nails
nnd crosstles for railroads, and even
the piles to build docks.
- All the while there has been a fnlrly
even flow of men and materials

from

the United States to France. The men
1n the trenches, back of the lines, on
the construction projects, and in the
hospitals have been steadily supplied.
Our losses at sea, in men and materials, have been gratifyingly small.
The greatest single loss occurred on
Shell-Ca- p
Cigar Lighter.
Capt. John Corrigan of the traffic
squad of the police department has received a souvenir from his son, V. R.
Corrigan, who is In France as a member of base hospital No. 22, and Is displaying It to hia friends. It is a cigar
lighter, made from a machine gun one-Inc- h
After the shell
brass shell cap.
had been fired some enterprising
Frenchman made it into a lighter, to
be filled with alcohol and a wick,
which Is lighted by the friction of a
steel wheel against a point of steel

February 5, when the British ship
Tuscanla was torpedoed and sunk.
The bodies of 144 soldiers, en route to
France, have been found and 55 others
were still missing on March 16.
To secure an adequate number of
competent officers to lead the new
armies various plans were devised.
Two classes at West Point were graduated In advance of the usual graduating dates and special examinations
were held In various parts of the country for appointments from civil life.
Three series of officers' training camps
hove been held. Of 63,203 candidates
in the first two series of camps 44,578
qualified and were awarded commisIn the third series of camps,
sions.
opened January 5, 1918, about 18.000
candidates, consisting largely of enlisted men, have been In attendance.
Corps of Engineers.
At the beginning of the war the engineer troops consisted of three regiments of pioneer engineers, with
trains, one mounted company, one engineer detachment at West Point. The
aggregate strength was approximately 4,125 officers and enlisted men. At
authorized
present the aggregate
strength Is over 200,000, with an act120,000.
approximately
ual strength of
Of the special engineer units recruited for service on railways and In
the maintenance of Unes of communication, many are already In France
and others are awaiting recruitment
to full strength In order to be ready
for overseas service. The first engineer troops, 1,100 strong, to be sent
abroad, arrived In France about three
months after war was declared. Since
that time the number has been greatly
augmented.
These troops have been
enconstantly engaged In general
gineering work, including the construction of railways, docks, wharves,
cantonments, and hospitals for the use
of the American expeditionary forces.
They have, In some Instances, In the
performance of their duties, engaged
In active combat with the enemy.
Ordnance Department.
of war the
Since the outbreak
commissioned personnel of the ordnance department has expanded from
97 officers, operating with yearly appropriations of about $14,000,000 and
with manufacture largely confined to
government arsenals, to 5,000 officers
In this country and abroad, transacting
an unprecedented war program for the
supply of ordnance, the total direct
appropriations and contract authorizations for one year having been
While building the foundation for
greater production, the ordnance department has provided 1.400,000 rifles ;
has brought the rate of rifle production
up to 45,000 per week, sufficient to
equip three army divisions; secured
deliveries on more than 17,000 machine guns; brought the rate of production of machine guns from 20,000
to 225,000 per year ; increased the rate
calih
to
of production of
ber guns from 1,500 to 15,000 per year;
and has arranged for the manufacture
of some 35,000 motortrucks and traitors for hauling heavy guns nnd ammunition, which are being delivered
almost as fast as they can be shipped.
One billion rounds of ammunition
has been purchased for the training
of troops in the cantonments alone.
An idea of the extent of the ordnance program may be gained from
the following few items of purchase:
Twenty-thre- e
million hand grenades,
725,000 automatic pistols, 250,000 revolvers, 23,000,000 projectiles for all
calibers of heavy artillery, 427,246,000
pounds of explosives, 240,000 machine
guns, and 2,484,000 rifles.
Quartermaster Corps.
The magnitude of the work of the
quartermaster corps Is indicated by
the operation of the subsistence divi
sion, which is charged with the re
sponsibility of seeing that food supplies for the army are available at all
stations from the Philippines to Lor
Purchases recently made In'
raine.
eluded 40.000,000 pounds dried beans,
116,000,000 cans baked beans of the
1917 crop, 65,184,475 cans of tomatoes,
91,000,000 cans of condensed milk, and
20,287,000 pounds of prunes.
The establishment of the subsistence
division centralized the purchases of
foodstuffs for the army, previous to
which such products were distributed
through the depot quartermaster. Ef
fective January 1, the central control
svstem has resulted In greater effi
ciency and a big saving. In January,
for Instance, $100,000 was saved under
this system as compared with the
prices obtained by depot quartermas
ters, and in February a saving of
$39,740 was made on potatoes alone.
The central control system Is still be.
Ing perfected.
Production of 10.000 new automobile
trucks Is In progress for the army, in
addition to purchases of 3,520 passenger cars, 6.126 motorcycles, and 5,040
bicycles, with appropriate repair and
replacement equipment,
In three months the cantonment division of the quartermaster general's
department built 16 cantonments, each
one practically a small city, comprising about 1,400 separate buildings and
providing quarters for 47,000 men.
Air Service.
The air service has been called
upon in the past 12 months, to build
an enormous structure of the most
wire. A lid, or "cap," for the lighter Is
made from another piece of brass shell
Inclosed at one end with a French copper coin. It is a novel contrivance and
nvntly made. Indianapolis News.
No Longer "Made In Germany."
Clinical thermometers have, in the
past, been a feature of Germany's
trade; and so, when the German prisoners In France were sorted out last
year, they were asked if any of them
and if so
were thermometer-maker- s,
would they care to work at their trade.

NEWS-HERAL-

highly trained personnel and the most
Intricate equipment with practically
no foundation to start from.
Three large appropriations, includ
ing the $040,000,000 act passed without
a roll call, made a total of $091,000,000
available for the first year. All of this
has since been obligated.
Last April the air service had an
almost negligible force of 65 officers
and 1,120 men, 3 small flying fields,
plunes, pracless than 300 second-rat- e
tically no aviation industry, and only
the most scanty knowledge of the kaleidoscopic development abroad. The
first two months of war were required
to secure information, establish a staff,
and work out the program finally
adopted. The problem was twofol-dfirst, personnel ; and, second, equip- ment.
Today the personnel Is over 100
times that of a year ago, practically
every member a skilled man who has
gone through an intensive course of
training.
Schools of 11 different
kinds have been Instituted, courses
of Instruction laid out, and lnstruc- tors secured, Including foreign ex- perts In a score of Unes.
Development of Navy.
The development of the navy during
the first year of war has given the
greatest satisfaction.
Its growth and
achievements during this period may
be epitomized in the following para-

graphs;
Strength of the navy today Is
nearly 21,000 officers and 330,000 enlisted men; strength a year ago was
4,792 officers and 77,946 enlisted men.
Estimated total expenditures of the
navy during first year of war: Disbursements and outstanding obligations, $1,881,000,000.
Total naval appropriations, real and
pending, $3,333,171.665.04.
American destroyers arrived at a
British port to assist In patrolling European waters 28 days after the declaration of war.
There are now four times as many
vessels In the naval service as a year
ago.
Nearly 73,000 mechanics and other
civilian employees are working at
navy yards and stations.
When war was declared, 123 naval
vessels were building or authorized,
and contracts have been placed since
that time for 049 vessels.
More than 700 privately owned vessels have been purchased or chartered
by the navy.
Six new authorized battleships are
designed to be of 41,500 tons, the largest battleships In the world.
cruisers, 35 knots,
Our 35,000-towill be the fastest in the world, their
speed equaling the fastest destroyers.
Prompt repairs of 109 Interned German ships, partially wrecked by their
crews, added more than 700,000 tons
to our available naval and merchant
tonnage.
The navy has developed an American mine believed to combine all the
good points of various types of mines,
and is manufacturing them In quantities.
During the year the latest type of
gun was completed for
naval
our new battleships; It throws a projectile weighing 2,100 pounds.
Navy has In Its possession now a
stock of supplies sufficient for the
average requirements for at least one
year.
Several hundred submarine chasers,
built since the war, have been delivered to the navy by 81 private concerns and six navy yards; many of
these boats hove crossed the Atlantic,
some In severe weather.
Naval training camps have a capacity of 102,000 In summer, 94,000
men In winter.
Shipping Board's Progress.
Up to dute congress has authorized
$2,034.000,000,
of which $1,135,000,000
appropriated,
for the
been
has
United States Shipping board and
corporation ; on
Emergency
Fleet
March 1, $353,247,955.37 of this sum
hod been expended.
The Emergency Fleet corporation
hod requisitioned March 1, 425 steel
vessels nnd contracted for 720 steel
vessels, making a total of 1,145 steel
ships, of an aggregate dead-weigtonnage of 8,104,508 tons; It had let
contracts for 400 wooden vessels, ag1,715.000
approximately
gregating
dead-weigtons; It had repaired and
deadweight
788.000
put In operation
tonnage seized from Germnny and
Austria.
On March 5 the building program
of the Emergency Fleet corporation
was being carried on In 151 plants.
First Year's War Cost.
Total estimnted expense of ths
United States government In the first
year of war, without loans to the
allies, is $12,067.278.679.07.
To help meet this expense, the treasury deportment floated $0,016,532,300
subscriptions to Liberty bonds.
Bonds, certificates of Indebtedness,
War Savings certificates, and Thrift
stomps issued by the treasury up to
Mnrch 12, totaled $8,560.802,052.96.
The United States government had
loaned to foreign governments associated In the war on March 12, 1918,
$4.436,329,750.

To March 12 the war risk Insurance bureau had Issued policies for a
total of $12,465,116,500 to the armed
forces.

Lemons Whiten and
Beautify the Skin!
Make Cheap Lotion

i

The Juice of two fresh lemons strained into a bottle containing three ounces
of orchard white makes a whole quur-te- r
pint of the most remarkable lemon
skin beautifler at about the cost one
must pay for a small Jar of the ordinary cold creams. Care should be taken to strain the lemon juice through a
fine cloth so no lemon pulp gets In,
then this lotion will keep fresh for
months. Every woman knows that lemon Juice Is used to bleach and remove
such blemishes as freckles, sallowness
and tan and la the Ideal skin softener,
smoothener and beautifler.
Just try It I Make up a quarter pint
of this sweetly fragrant lemon lotion
and massage It dally Into the face,
neck, arms and hands. It should naturally help to whiten, soften, freshen and
bring out the hidden roses and beauty
of any skin. It is wonderful for rough,
red hands.
Tour druggist will sell three ounces
of orchard white at little cost, and any
grocer will supply the lemons. Adv.

Public opinion has j

made

Certain-tee-

d

a pro- -

duct of international prominence and use.
"X.
That great force has built up the Cat-- f
business
from nothing, 14 ycari ago, to the world's largest

"V

.
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Certain-tee-

These are days when It Is not meet
for man to live by wheat alone.

If

d

Roofing and Shingles

In every community under the sun, Cirlain-Ut- d
Roofing
ia giving longer and better roofing service, at a lower
cost, than other kinds of roofing.
Ctrtain-ui- d
costs less to buy, less to lay and less to maintain than any other type of roof. It is weatherproof, water
proof, spark proof and
It cannot rust or
corrode. It cannot melt under the hottest sun. It is not
affected by gases, acids, fumes, smoke, etc.
Ctrlain-tte- d
is established everywhere as the most 'advantageous and economical roof,
for factories, round house, elevators, garages, warehouses, hotels, farm buildings,
atorea,
etc.
Ctrtaim-HiIn shingles, red or green, it is very popular for residences.
Contrariness.
Roofing is guaranteed S, 10 or 15 years according to thickness.
It it
"Speaking of the kaiser's contrary
sold by good dealers everywhere.
or arbitrary attitude In this peace
Certain-tee- d
legislator,
talk," says a
Product Corporation
"reminds me of the Kansas farm
Manufacturers of
er who was elected in the state
Certain-tee- d
Varnishes
legislature a few years ago. The farm
Offices and Warehouses in the Principal Cities of America
er was called to the chair during
session to net as speaker pro tern. A
motion was made to lay a certain res
olution on the table. The speaker put
the motion like this:
"'All those who want the resolution
to Iny on the table say aye ! All those Work in Joint Effort the Soil of the United States and Canada
who want to be contrary sny no !

Roofing

Paints

Win the War by Preparing

the Land

Sowing the Seed and Producing Bigger Crops
FARMING IN MAN POWEB NECESSAJtT

TO
THE BATTLE FOR LIBERTY
ImDBrtnnt to Mothara
Examine carefully every bottle of
Food Controllers of the United States and Canada are asking for
The
CASTOKIA, that famous old remedy greater food production.
Scarcely 100,000,000 bushels of wheat are availfor Infants and children, and see that It able
to be sent to the allies overseas before the crop harvest. Upon the
Bears the
efforts of the United States and Canada rests the burden of supply.
Signature of
Eviry Available Tillable Acre Must Contribute, Every Available
30
Years.
In Use for Over
Farmer and Farm Hand Must Assist
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Western Canada has an enormous acreage to be seeded, but man power
Musical Beginnings.
is short, and an appeal to the United States allies is for mo.e men for seedMrs. Boynton caught n glimpse of
ing operation.
one
young
going
library
to
the
son
her
afternoon concealing something be- Canada's Wheat Production Last Year was 225,000,000 Bushels; tha
hind him. Upon investigation, site disDemand From Canada Alone for 1918 Is 400,000.000 Bushels
covered he had a new porous plaster
To secure this she must have assistance. She has the land but needs
which he hud found in the medicine
the men. The Government of the United States wants every man who can
closet.
"Why, Edmund," snld the mother, effectively help, to do farm work this year. It wants the land in the United
"what in the world nre you going to States developed first of course; but it also wants to help Canada. Whenever we find a man we can spare to Canada's fields after ours are supplied,
do with that plaster?"
"I am going to see what tune it will we want to direct him there.
play on the pianola, mother," replied
Apply to our Employment Service, and we will tell you where you can best terra
WIN

the boy.

Puck.

How's This ?

We offer 1100.00 for any case of catarrh
that cannot be cured by HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE la taken internally and acts through the Blood
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
Sold by druggists for over forty years.
Price 75c. Testimonials free.
F. 1. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,

Resented the Snub.
An Irishman was nt work on n hoisting machine that carried hods of
bricks to the top of a building, nnd
brought them down empty. Happening
to get caught, he was curried to the
top floor, and in the orderly but rapid
progress of the machine was brought
to the ground rather suddenly. A
leaned from the second
story scaffolding and cried :
"Are you hurt, Put?"
"You go to the dlvvle'" shouted
Pat. "I passed you twicet and ye niver
spoke to me."

the combined interests.
Western Canada's help will be required not later than May 5th. Wages to com
petent nelp, abu.ltu a montn ana up, Doara ana waging.
Those who respond to this appeal will get a warm welcome, good wages, good
They will get a rate of one cent a mile from Canadian
board and find comfortable homes.
boundary points to destination and return.
For particulars as to routes and places where employment may be had apply toi

U. S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
DENVER, COLORADO; CHEYENNE, WYOMING
Hia Fear.
"Are you not tempted to retire from
politics?"
Sorghum ;
"No," replied Senator
"Hint's a proposition concerning which
temptation."
I fear compulsion, not
Be happy. Use Bed Cross Ban Blue;
much better than liquid blue. Delight!
the laundress. All rocera. Adv.

Has His Hands Full.
"I thought I knew what It was to
have responsibilities," said the head
of a lnrge concern.
"But you found yourself misDr. Pierce's Pellets are best for liver, taken?" My
wife went away, leav"Yes.
bowels and stomach. One little Pellet
for a laxative, three for a cathartic. Ad. ing a poodle, n Maltese cat nnd a bowl
of goldfish In my care."
An Implement hus been patented by
a blind
Builders of nlr castles nre spared all
n New Yiirk man to enable
worry about labor strikes.
person to thread a needle.

Middle

HAVE YOU A
SWEETHEART,

Son or Brother in training
camps in tbe American
Army or Navy ? If so, mail
bfm a package oí ALLEN'S
FOOT EASE, the antiseptic
powder to be shaken Into
the shoes and sprinkled in
The Amerithe foot-batcan, British and French
troops use Allen's Foot
Ease, because it takes the
Friction from the Shoe and
freshens the feet. It is tbe
greatest comforter for tired,
achine, tender, swollen feet.
and girea relief to corns and

rtt-ii-M
bunions.
The Platteburg Camp Manual advises
men In training to shake Foot-Ea- se
in their shoes each morning. Ask
for a 26c. box of
your dealer y
and for a 2c stamp
Allen's Foot-Ea- se,
be will mail It for you. What remem
brance could be so acceptable r

Aged

Womeiv

Are Here Told the Best Remedy
for Their Troubles.

Freemen t, O. "I waa passing through the critical
years of age and had all
period of life, being forty-si- x
the symptoms incident to that chaDge heat flashes, )
nervousness, and was In a general run down condition, x
so it was hard for me to do my work. Lydia E. Pink- ham's Vegetable Compound was recommended to me as
the best remedy for my troubles,which it surely proved
to be. I feel better and stronger in every way sincetaking it, and the annoying symptoms nave disapM. OoBDauf, 2S Napoleon St, Fremont,
Seared." Mrs.

North Haven, Comx'j "tydla E. Pinkham'o Vegetable Compound restored my health after everything else
had failed when passing through change of life. There
is nothing like it to overcome tbe trying symptoms.
Mrs. Flosskci leitl.i.A.Box 107, North Haven, Conn.

In Sw.dk

A large number stepped out ; and now

nearly all the thermometers for use in
France are made by these German
prisoners. Their workshop is one of
the old dismantled forts near Paris,
and apparently they are most happy
Possibly this Is In
In their work.
part due to the fact that they are
teaching their art to a number of
French women. Joseph S. Ames, In
the Atlantic.

1

roll roofing industry now.

LYDIA E.PINKHAMS
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
has

grestsst record for tSao greatest good
LYDIA

E.PMKHAM

MEDICINE CO. LYNN. MASS.

Estancia

News-Heral- d

Published ver? Thursday
J. A. CONSTANT,Editornd Owner.
Kntereii m mwodiI class mutter Janaarv 11.
1907, la the poetorhM at Batanéis. N. M., onder

CEDAR GROVE
Specal Correspondence

Mrs. Ruth Jones visited her
sister Mrs. Drew Clark in the Sil- verton neighborhood Wednesday.
t h Aot of Cod ress of U a rob 3. tW7.
The party given by Mr. and
Subscription $i.50 per year in advance
Mrs. Will Price Friday night
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
was enjoyed by all.
J. W. Wood has received news
Dr. A. W. ROBERTS
of another Texas neighbor comFrom Tahoka, Tex.
ing to these parts.
Veterinary Surgeon
Hurrah for New Mexico and
Estancia, N. M.
Let me save your stock. Calls answer-da- y pinto beans.
or night. Phone S.
Mrs. Carson Frahm isn't feelTorrance County Abstract Co. ing so well this
A. R. POOL, Manager
Curry attended the
N. MEX. party Friday night.
ESTANCIA.
Fifteen years experience as an AbMrs. Perser has been on the
stracter. See us before placing your
orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.
sick list several days.
D. S. KING
Misses Nora Roland and Mollie
Artman spent Friday afternoon
County Sarveyor
at the Frahm home.
Agrimensor de Condado
Fred Kutchin is the proud
Mcintosh, N. M.
possessor of a car no, I mean a
Ford.
Amble
The neighborhood phone line
Physician and Surgeon
is growing fast. J. D. Curry, J.
Treating
Office practice Hud cououltation.
of Eyes and Kitting of (Masses a Speotalty.
H. Solomon, C. Frahm and Mr.
OIHce at Drug Store
Compton are connected on nine
MOUNTAIN AIR. N. U.
in all now.
Mr. and Mrs. Drew Clark, J.
W. Wood and son took dinner
with Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Jones
FRED H. AYERS
Sunday.
attorney and Counselor at Law
Mr. and Mrs. Will Price spent
O I nee hour. 9 :90 a m to 4 ':S0p in
the day Sunday at the Compton
week-Raymon-

C.J.

NEW MEXICO

ESTANCIA.

home.

Doris Jones had the misfortune
of getting thrown from her burro Friday evening, spraining and
ESTANCIA - NEW MEX.
Sometimes out of town first of week, bruising her shoulder and arm
but always in Estancia office Fridays very badly.
and Saturdays. Office in Ayers building;
Farmers here have declared
war on the young thistle in these
W. DRAYTON WASSON
parts and are harrowing over
Attorney at Law
their fields.

e.

B. Bwlog
DENTIST

Will practice in all Courtsof New Mexico
NEW MEX.

ESTANCIA

From the Moriarty

Messenger.

Miss

REGISTERED
JACK

o

A. L. Reeves thirty-threIn Moriarty Clay Kinsell was
given thirty-sevevotes and G.
W. Woodman thirteen.
e.

PEACOCK MAMMOTH

6800

rance county.
Peter McKissor died at the
age of 75 years at his home west
of town, on Saturday, March dO,
leaving to mourn his death a
a wife and three children, and
several Grandchildren and one
great grandchild. Burial was in
the Willard cemetery at 3 o'clock
The
afternoon.
on Monday
many friends of the bereaved
family extend their heartfelt
sympathy.
The total sales of War Savings
Stamps at the Willard post office
up to the first of April is $325 00
Willard has more than 400 in
habitants in its incorporation
limits, according to a census
enumeration taken in January of
this year, and the amount of
War Savings Stamps the Govern
ment expects us to buy is $8,000,
or S20 for each man, woman and
We have only eight
child.
months left in which to buy the
other $7,075 and show we are
one hundred percent patriotic.
Boys and Girls Club Leader Named

n

Neel, J. W. Stewart

-

PACE

4 25

SELL

GROCERIES

One of World's largest Whole
sale grocers, (capital over$l..
000.000,00) wants ambitious men
in every locality to sell direct to
consumer nationally known brand
of groceries, teas, coffees, spices,
paints, oils, stock foods, etc. Big
line, easy sales.
Values beat
any competition. Earn big money. No experience or capital required. Complete sample outfit
and free selling instructions
start you. Long established reliable house; ask your banker.
Write today. John Sexton & Co.
Illinois & Kingsbury Sts., Chicago. III.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
Office at Santa Fe, N.

U. S. Land

M.

March 27. 1918.
Notice is hereby given that Bonifacio
careta, 01 lajique, Mew Mexico, who,
on September 10, 1913. made home

stead entry,

No. 019571, for nJi n
9
nw'i se nw'4; BM ne'j
'4
self nwMi neii
se' nw&;
wt 8W4 ne'4, section zi,
Township 7 north, Range 6 east, N. M.

nw4;se4

P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tion to make final three-yea- r
Proof, to
establish claim to the land above de
scribed, before Neal Jenson,' U. S.
Commissioner, at Estancia, New Mexico, on May 14, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jesus Candelaria, Maximiliano Mon
toya, Andalecio Chavez, Harry Glover,
all of Tajique, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
N. M.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
March 27, 1918.
H.
Notice is hereby given that James
Crawford, of Estancia, New Mexico,
24, 1010, and May
who, on September
entries, Nos.
homestead
made
1911,
17,
sw4'. "WM
014236 and 015321, for e
,
h
Section 29 and the n neMsw'4-and the
32,
Section
nwU
29,
sc'4 nwM. bw'4 ne.'j. Section
Township 7 north, Range 7 east, N. M.
intenP. Meridian, has filed notice of
Proof, to
tion to make final five year
deestablish claim to the land above
S.
scribed before Neal Jenson, u.
Mexi-icCommissioner, at Estancia, New
on May 20, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
L.
J. L. Smith, D. L. Garland, Ira
Ludwick, C. M. Douglas, all of Estancia, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
9

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
M.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
March 27, 1918.
Bar-bariNotice is hereby given that
Sanchez de Chavez, widow of
Daniel Chavez, of Tajique, N: M.,
who, on February 12, 1914, made homestead entry, No. 020646, for seM swM
.''. w neM
"U
nwM, eX ew4'
swM nwM. eJi nw'4 swM nwM,
nwJ-4- .
swM nw4 nwM. sw '4 nw.y swM
Section 35, Township 7 north, Range
6 east, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make three year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Neal Jenson,
U. S. Commissioner, at Estancia, N.
M., on May 15, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Diego Barela, Bonifacio Barela, Delfinio Chavez, Danislado C. Sedillo, all
of Tajique, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.

McCabe.

Three cars of pinto beans, a
total of 240,000 pounds, have
been shipped from Willard by
the Isbell Bean Co. Another
car will be shipped this week.
Miss Edna Chapman and Ver
non James, were married at Al
buquerque on Easter Sunday at
8:20 a. m.
The bride is a sister
of Mr. J. A. Chapman and has
many friends here who will remember her as a popular and ef
ficient teacher in the Willard
public schools about three years
&C0.

Arrive

Estancia

11:34
12:01 P. M.
12:24
"
I'2;5I
"

Leave

Mcintosh

Moriarty........

Stanley
:s "
Kennedy
. . . .
2:42
"
Santa Fe
3:55
Southbound No. 2, Daily.
Santa Fe
ll:oo A. M.
Kennedy
12:10 P. M.
Moriarty
Mcintosh
Estancia
Willard
Progresso
Cedarvale
Torrance

2:20
2:45
3:20
4:00
4:35
5:15
5:50

".

If

I WERE

"
"
"

"
"
"
"

A FARMER.

If I were a farmer I would keep at
hand a few reliable
medicines for
minor ailments that are not so serious
as to require the attention of a physician, such as Chamberlain's Colic and
Diarrhoea Remedy for bowel complain ts.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for
coughs, colds and croup.
Chamberlain's Liniment for sprains,
bruises and rheumatic pains.
Chamberlain's Tablets for stomach
troubles, biliousness and constipation.
By having these articles at hand it
would often save the trouble of a trip
to town in the busiest season or in the
night, and would enable me to treat
slight ailments as soon as they appear,
and thereby avoid the more serious
adv
diseases that so often follow.
NOTICE. FOR PUBLICATION

'fab-let-

five-yea-

5

Notice

pyssGoat

The Valley Furniture Co.

y

I

Physician

Big.

$mn

....

ESTflNeifl, N.

rrri

WILL NOT CRACK BEANS

M.

ENCINO STATE BANK
ENCINO, NEW
MEXICO

CAPITAL 25,000.00

Special Pinto Bean Plates
John Deere Planters
John Deere Listers
Insure a Perfect Stand of Beans

Does a general banking business. Live stock loans 11 specialty.
We invite
you to call on as and tell us your needs.
F. H. WOOD, Pres. W. A. MARSHALL, V.-C. L. CREIGHXON, Cash.

.

0
O

Neal Jenson

U. S. Commissioner

II Land Office

Thp rtpwlvworla loff C.w

day night for Pittsburg, Pa,
wnere they will make their home.
Don Jesus Marin Rqp.
n..;
died at his home in Los Lunas.
Valencia county, on Thursdav.

N. M. C. Time Table.
Northbound No. 1, Daily.
Torrance
9.06 A.M.
..
g:3g
Cedarvale
Progresso
io:l8
Willard
ll:oo "

Department of the Interior,
Wednesday, April 3rd, the
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
county board of education and
March 27, 1918.
the county agent met with the
Notice is hereby given that Nellie
county commissioners and peti
Mead, of Mcintosh, New Mexico, who,
on April 3, 1013, made homestead enappropriate
tioned them to
DO YOU SLEEP WELL?
try. No. 018239, for e ew and Lots
How's This?
money for the employment of a
To be at his best a man must have 3 and 4, Section 30, Township 8 north,
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward sound, refreshing sleep.
When wake Range 9 eaBt, N. M. P. Meridian, has
boys and girls club leader for for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
notice of intention to make final
by Hall's Catarrh Medicine.
ful end restless at night he is in no filed
The commis- cured
Torrance county.
Proof, to establish claim to
Medicine
been
Hall's Catarrh
has
taken condition for work or business during three-yea- r
the land above described, before Neal
sufferers for the past thirty-fiv- e
sioners very readily granted this by catarrh
years, and has become known as the the day. Wakefulness is often caused Jenson, U. S. Commissioner, at Estanrequest, and the services of C. most reliable remedy for Catarrh. Hall's
constipation, and is cia, New Mexico, on May 13, 1918.
Catarrh Medicine acts thru the Blood op by indigestion and
Claimant names as witnesses:
n
H. Bennett, the popular young the Mucous surfaces, expelling the
quickly relieved by Chamberlain's
the Blood and healing the disTry a dose of these tablets and
Frank Laws, David Stump, Frank
school teacher of Lucy, has been easedfrom
portions.
After you have taken Hall's Catarrh see how much better you feel with M. Tutt, Harry L. Bigger, ali of McAnd the outlook is Medicine
secured.
intosh, New Mexico.
for a short time you will see a
adv
Improvement in your general a clear head and good digestion,
FRANCISCO DELGADO. Register.
promising for the best year in great
health. Start taking Hall's Catarrh MediDepartment
of
Interior,
the
2
Boys and Girls Club work that cine at once and get rid of catarrh. Send
for testimonials, free.
United States Land Office.
the coenty has ever had.
Mr
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Sold by all Druggists, 7Gc.
Department of the Interior,
Bennett's work will be under the
Marck 7, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that the State U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
supervision of County Agent
of New Mexico, under the provisions
Department of the Interior
March 27, 1918.
Strong and the State Extension
of the Act of Congress of June 21,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that Ma1898, and June 20, 1910, and the Acts
Department.
supplementary and amendatory there- rgaret B. Falconer, widow of George
March 27, 1018.
Raymundo Romero's mill and Notice is hereby given that Mary to, has made application for the fol- Falconer, deceased, of Mcintosh, New
planer at Manzano was destroyed Ethel Hubbard, of Lucy, New Mexico, lowing described unappropriated public Mexico, who, on December 20, 1910,
made homestead entry, No 014695, for
by fire last Sunday about noon. who, on October 30th 1914, made home- land) as indemnity school lands.
List 8218, 035341, NWÍ Sec. 29, T. n sw.1, s nX, Section 35, TownThere was no insurance. Mr. stead entry, No. 022071, for e aw4
ship 8 north, Range 8 east, N. M. P.
5 N., Range 11 E., N. M. P. M.
sw
Romero estimates his loss at and se.'4 Section 26, and wj
The purpose of this notice is to allow Meridian, has filed notice of intention
about $10,000. The mill had beenJ Section 25, Township 5 north, Range
Proof, to estabshut down since Friday noon, 10 east, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed all persons claiming the land adversely, to make final
and Mr. Romero is sure the fire notice of intention to make three year or desiring to show it to be mineral in lish claim to the land above described,
was of incendiary origin. This Proof, to establish claim to the land character, an opportunity to file ob- before Neal Jenson, U. S. Commissionis the second mill he has lost by above described, before Neal Jenson, jections to such location or selection er, at Estancia, New Mexico, on May
fire within a year.
His brother U. S. Commissioner, at Estancia, New with the register and receiver of the 18, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
United StateB Land Office at Santa Fe,
Cleofes Romero of this place also Mexico, on May 16, 1918.
W. W. Wagner, David Stump, John
New Mexico, and to establish their inlost a mill by fire during the past
Claimant names as witnesses:
year. This is surely misfortune
Frank Laws, all of MG. W. Austin, M. A. Maloney, J. B. terest therein, or the mineral character B. Bowman,
with a vengeance.
cintosh, New Mexico.
White, Harriet E. Reed, all ot Lucy, thereof.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
F. A. Davis got in a fine reg- New Mexico.
Register, U. S. Land Office
9
istered Jersey bull from Waterl- FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
oo, Iowa, last week probably
by far the finest so far brought to
WHO0PIN0 COUCH.
the county, Mr. Davis is a firm Give Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
believer in the theory that farm- to keep the cough loose and expectora
ing, stock raising and dairying tion easy. It is excellent
adv
should go hand in hand in this
country, and he has certainly
demonstrated the theory in his
own case. He started with little,
and now has a fine farm with VV
If you want good furniture at the right price, see
ilFJ&M y UNSWEETENED
good improvements, including a
evaporated
barn that will hold all his feed
Milk 1
and house thirty cows, two silos,
Thcl omparable Baby Food
and a herd of fifty Jerseys, near1 The J feet Food for Invalids
ly all cows and heifers.
He has
riera in rvatoring health to thm
Works
or alomach
with tu turren
further improvements in mind
trouble. Ptwílively mi ve iheprobhta
of o lan tlie uuunulruion.
which will come in due time. He
Will be pleased to show you,
LEADING DRUGGISTS
sold a nice young registered JerAnd always welcome.
Tins
Put up in
sey bull to S. H. Pickens last
WIDEMANN .GfJAT, M I LK CO.
On.

In the Liberty district W. M.
and O. W.
Will make the season at my Denning were elected.
Nicolas
place 3 mile3 west, 1 mile south and Celestino Martinez and Alen
of Estancia.
Garcia were elected in the GalleTermB $10 to insure live foal, gos district.
usual conditiotsThis is one of the best Jacks
ever brought to the Estancia From the WILLARD
Record
week.
valley.
Mrs. Rebecca DayjDf Amarillo,
Come and see him,
Texas, is here for an indefinite
stay with her sister. Mrs. F. G.
R, Ei

NO.

Elmer Adair, who will be remembered as a lad by many Estancia folks, is now in France
with an engineer regiment. He
writes to his mother at Albuquerque, saying that he cannot tell
much about his work and noth
ing as to where he is, as it is not
allowed.
He mentions, how
ever, that he is on the night
shift, from which it appears that
they keep a force at work day
and night.
He refers to his joy
at receiving letters from home,
and doubtless that is the case
with all the boys over there. He
said the next day would be Sunday and he would go up to the
little French village near the
camp. He thinks his company
is making as good a showing as
any of them. He said the weath
er was nice and warm at the
time he wrote. The Adair fam
uyieimere aDout six years ago
ana went to Arizona, but Mrs
Adair is now in Albuquerque.

Pol-so-

M ORIART Y

Edith Kendall is home
Pastura
where sha has
from
Chili and Short Orders
been teaching.
Figola Bread
Floyd Irvin waa taken to AlPacked Dust Proof, Germ Proof
buquerque Wednesday to underCakes and Pies
go an operation.
J. R. WASH.
Willie Lacey was taken to Wil-lar- d
Raymond T. Sanchez
Sunday and from there
General Merchandise the boy accompanied by his
Wagon Yard
mother boarded the train for
All Kinds of Feed
Willie has been sick
Amarillo.
Chilili, N. M. the past two months.
Land for Sale
Also V on right hip,
A surprise party was given in
cross on right shoul- honor of Miss Pearl Clymer and
der, XX on left hip.
Ranee 6 miles north her sister, Miss Edna, Monday
1 mile west of Lucy.
Notify Mrs. S. A. night by the young people. The
Edmonds & Sons. crowd had an egg frying in the
Lucy. N. M.t of any cattle with above draw south of town, and later
brands strayed rrom range.
adjourned to the-Re-st
room.
The school election at Venus
was very spirited only two men
and four women in the entire dis
trict failed to vote. Seventy-fiv- e
votes were cast of which H. B.
Hughes received forty-twand

RESTAURANT

March 28, 1918, at the age of 78
years after an illness of several
days.
Funeral services were
held at the Catholic church of Los
Lunas and the remains were laid
to rest in the Catholic cemetery
at 9 o'clock Saturday morning.
The deceased was the father of
Alejandro, Jacobo, and Antonio
Baca, well known citizens of Tor

ESTANCIA LUMBER CO.
Headquarters for all your wants.

0

Business of all Kinds Transacted.
Fire. Life, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged. Residences and
Farms for Rent.

Estancia. New Mexico

0

LOCAL ITEMS

several Whiteface

For Sale,
bulls.

Wanted, a few more milk customers. J. T. Brittain.
For Sale, good Durham milk
cow. See Berry Hues.
Horses and mules for sale.
Also several milk cows. Barnet
Freilinger.
Mrs. J. B. Fish has received
word of the death of a sister in
Iowa, and will leave today to attend the funeral.
Mr. Lacey and family from
Kentucky have arrived to locate
here. Mrs. Lacey is a sister of
the Meadows brothers.
fice.
Don't forget the Red Cross
A sack of good
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Hurst of sale Saturday.
Willard were here on business seed beans, some chickens and
doubtless other articles will be
Tuesday,
sold.
For sale, sheet iron heater,
Dr. and Mrs. Mason and Mr.
sofa and chairs.
See Dr. C. E. and Mrs. Forrest Mason will start
Ewing.
very shortly on their California
Mrs. Laura Cain and baby re- trip, to be absent six weeks or
John Grassham
turned last Saturday to their two months.
will have charge of Forrest Ma- home at Douglass, Arizona.
son'B business during the time.
For Sale, the place known as The weather has been good
the Bert Bailey place, 160 acres during the past week, with one
Inquire at this office. or two rather windy days. It
in 34
has been more or less cloudy, but
For Sale, yearling and
there has been no precipitation
Hereford Bulls. The to
speak of except in the mounCompany,
Capitán,
N. tains.
ritsworth
Moisture is anxiously
M.
looked for, as most farmers do
double
For ' sale,
standard not think there is enough in the
polled and horned Hereford bulls. ground to bring up the crops and
John B, Bowman, Mcintosh, take them through to the midN. M.
summer rains in good shape.
The Farmers and Siockmens
C.
Leghorn
S..
English White
hatching eggs and day old chicks. Equity Exchange ware room is
It is located
Phone or call Mrs. Kenyon, 1 about completed.
on the rear end of the lot just
mile southeast of Estancia.
south of the Pastime Theater.
The Hinman barber shop has The bean elevator will be located
been moved across the street to on the railroad just to the east,
the room the first door north of and the new store will be located
the Valley Hotel.
on the front end of the lot just
This company has
the west.
Mrs. W. R. Orme, "Mrs. J. A. tobig
lot of goods on the road
Copeland, T. N. Hollon and W. a
now, and will use the ware room
W. Manning were elected mem- until
the store can be completed.
bers of the school board at All the
help has been secured
Mountainair.
except the manager, who will be
Estancia School Board will named in a few days.
meet for election of teachers the
Mrs. A. J. Green has been apfirst Monday in May. All appli- pointed county chairman for the
cations should be sent to clerk of Woman's Liberty Loan Commit
board before that date.
tee, and is busy appointing chairfor the various localities in
W. T. Newland of Huntington men county,
according to instructhe
Beach, California, came in the
The
from headquarters.
first of the week to look after tions
women are to get into the work
matters on his farm west of all
over the country, and will get
town.
credit for all the bonds they sell.
The local board has received Mrs. Green has appointed Mrs.
orders to have twelve soldier Amble at Mountainair, Mrs.
boys ready to go forward be- Pearce at Progresso, Mrs. Russell
They at Moriarty, Mrs. K. B. Peterson
tween the 25th and 29th.
Mrs. Wm. Dow
at Estancia,
have not yet made selections.
Taj que,
has
and
at at
Remember the photo-plagone to Willard today to find
the Pastime April 25, for benefit somebody to take charge there.
of the American Defense Socie- It is understood that somebody
ty. Help fight the kaiser's spies will be here today from Albuquerby attending this entertainment. que to stir up the men and get
Saturday will be opening or them at work. We also hear that
housewarming day for the local Judge Medler will be here today
Red Cross in their new quarters on that mission.
The members
on Main Street.
BULLS FOR SALE!
want everybody to come and see
them. They will serve cakes
We
have
for sale at our place
and coffee.
12 miles east of Estancia High
A. M. Shipp of Cedarvale was Grades, Thoroughbreds
and Regin Estancia Tuesday and Wedage from
nesday on business. He wants a istered Hereford bulls,
two months to two.years. Prices
farm hand, but so far hasn't $75
up to $800. Boyd Bros.
He plans to make a
found one.
trip to Texas in about a month,
Notice Abstracts.
to visit his daughters.
Abstract Company,
Roberson
AlbuquerDr. John Gladden of
incorporated, announces revision
que, who came here the latter
its prices effective Jan. 1,
part of last week to take charge of
on all orders hlei on or alof Dr. Mason's office and prac- 1918,
said date.
tice during the latter's absence terThis
incorporated
company
in California, was called to Albu- under the laws ofisthis state, and
querque Tuesday to be examined
law makes an abstract certifor military service, and if he the
by its secretary
passes will probably be taken by fied to as correct
under its corporate seal eviUncle Sam. Dr. C. H. Jameson and
dence of the matters thereby
of the same place is now here shown
same as Public Records of
and says he will remain until Torrance
county. Ralph G. Rob
somebody else arrives to take up
erson, Secretary.
the work.
For long term farm loans see
H. V. Lipe.
White Leghorn roosters for
sale. Ben Young.
Wanted to rent, a piano. Inquire at this office.
For sale,
oil stove.
Hotel Texas.
For Bale, 1
plow, 1
farm wagon, 1 buggy. Mrs.
Olive.
For sale, new
planter,
good cultivator. Call at this of-

9--

-

.

-

Garlule Blackwell and
June Elvidoe in "ft Square Deal."
April

-P-

20,

April 6, "Her Father's
Keeper," Irene Hawley
1

astime-

Farmers and
"Stockmen

Chas. Sawey

DIED

J.Green.

A.

Ice

Agent for
Mrs. Frank Chavez died Tuesday after a short illness, of

pneumonia.
Funeral services were held at
the Catholic church this morning, and the remains were taken
to Willard for burial.
Mr. Chavez was in Socorro
county sixty or seventy miles
west of Magdalena.
Word was
sent him of Mrs. Chavez' illness,
but he did not arrive until after
her death.
Mrs. Chavez was a fine woman, much liked in Estancia,
and her death in the prime of
life causes universal sorrow.
She leaves a husband and two
sons, Lincoln and Alfonso. Linmaturity,
coln is approaching
and will quite likely join the
navy, a step which he has been
contemplating for some time. It
is probable that Alfonso will be
placed in the Catholic Orphanage
at Albuquerque.
Mrs. N. D. Wheeler, sister of
James Walker, who resided here
several months during last year,
died at her home in Santa Fe
Monday evening.
The body was taken to Waco,
Texas for burial.
Mr. Walker went to Santa Fe
Tuesday to attend the funeral.
Mrs. Wheeler had been a sufferer a long time with cancer.
A few months ago a daughter
died of tuberculosis.
The husband and two sons
BAPTIST

OILS

Preaching Sunday

11

a m. and

Sunday school

10 a. m.
B. Y. P. U. 7:30 p. m.

meeting

The ice cream season is now open.
know the kind we make.

Spies

Strangled

Estancia Drug Company

Russia
Let us strangle these insidious spies before thy
strangle us

Help
The American

$450

Berlin"

PASTIME

Tell us your needs; we are here to serve you.
AMIGO DE LOS RANCHEROS

For Trade.

Overland car model 90, run
5,000 miles, good as new, to
trade for good calves. George
Edmonds, Lucy, N. M.
Notice.

WnHo ia harehv ffiven. nur-- 1
suant to an order entered by the
board or county commissioners
of Torrance county, N. M..on;
the 1st day of April 1918, I will
on the 523rd day or April sen at
public sale at the front door of
the court house all the discarded
seats and some other discarded
articles belonging to the county
of Torrance to the highest bidder
for cash.
JULIAN SALAS,
County Clerk.

Estamos para servirlos.

que Vd. necessita.

APRIL

25, 8 P. M,

Serve at the front or serve
at home

New shipment

of Robert Johnson

&

Shoes for men, women and children.
new shipment of

Rand
Also

Dress Ginghams.

Every cent above expenses donated to the
American Defense Society, New York City

KEMP BROS.

The American Defense Society publicly thanks this newspaper for donating
the above advertisement,

R, B.

eeeHRANB

UuE

Shoe and Harness
Repairing
All work

guaranteed

Shop on North Main Street
Estancia,

ESTANCIA AUTO CO.
Agents for Torrance County.

Parts, Supplies and Repairs

New Mexico

Confidence the Result of Strength

NOTICE
the highest price
for iron $10 a ton delivered in Estancia.
We pay

Sol

Jacoby

management,
The strength of this hank is the direct result of it ofHoient
The confidence of the people is the result of
ample resources and capital.
the strength and unquestioned safe I which the bank assures its depositors
grown in
and patrons . Et. r siuce lis establishment the bank has gradually
strength and also in the esteem of the people We invite the accounts of all
who appreciate safety for their money and careful, efficient service.
A

Straight Banking.
at our command.

Strong Bank with no side lines.

Eiperienced management and large Bnancial resources

Capitalnd Surplus $25,000.00

We pay 4 per cent on Time Deposits

Torrance County Savings Bank

The Oldest Bank in Torrance County
Willard, New Mexico
-

VALLEY HOTEL
Is the place for you to stop
and have a square meal and
a good bed when in Estancia.

,

Bulk Corn
Anything on the List

that's washable

GROCERIES AND MEATS
Prices Right
"THE SATISFACTORY

lo

SHOES

Remember, the

Also good

Dignanos

Mountainair State Bank, M0NA1B'
STRENGTH and SERVICE

THEATER

J. P. PORTER

Cattle Salesman and Farm
Will do work
Sale Auctioneer.
any place. Terms reasonable.
Also agent for Dr. Franklin's
Will sell you
Kansas vaccine.
the medicine and administer it
for the price you would pay for
the medicine. It is claimed that
one dose will immunize for life.
Will be administered according
to latest and best methods.

M.

The Farmer's Friend

ESTANCIA

For Sale.

fiA.Qom farm in TpYna pnnnt.V
house
Missouri, and a three-rooin Ramona, Oklahoma. Will sell
fnr foah nr trnrln fnr real pótate
in the Estancia valley. Call and
see me. S. JN. Jenson, estancia,
N. M.

eo.

at the

All

For Sale or Trade

o. b.

ESTANCIA, N.

secure the necessary money
to obtain evidence against
the spies by seeing

"The Kaiser,
the Beast of

f

Detroit

Valley Auto

Defense
Society

Wednesday

corn
One John Deere
planter with check row attach
ment, one mower, two walking
cultivators, one Planet Jr. planter, one hack. F. A. Davis, 12
miles southwest.

You

GET SOME

German

7:30 p. m.

Conference Saturday 11 a. m.
the church members are
earnestly requested to be presSaturday.
ent
Everybody invited to attend
these services.
W. C. Grant, Pastor.

C ream

AND GHS

CHURCH

8 p. m.

Prayer

CONTINENTAL

STORE"

and ironable, we do it
with surprising celerity and sstisfsC'
tion. Our methods are superior to all
competitors and we specialize in gener
al household work. ' We help to make
the home more comfortable with clean
linen at a very low cost, and give you
the same service as our home trade.
SANTA FE ELECTRIC

Neis Frostenson

J. E. Hinman, Agent,
of postoffice.

LAUNDRY

2 doors north

Carload just received. Get
your supply now. Bring sacks.

A. T. COCHRAN
"Phone orders given prompt attention

JuanS. Jaramillo
Merchandise
Dealer in General
Pay CASH FOR HIDES AND PELTS

n.vo r.aaoiine Oil Plant and am able to sell Gas at the stand
dard retail price You can fill here at any time. Feed Corn,
Alfalfa, Seed Wheat, Groceries, Dry Goods and bhoes. Silk
Fringe shawls, up to $37.50.
PHONE NO. 15.

j

ESTANCIA

AN EPITOME OF

IATEUVE NEWS

FOREIGN
Secretary of War Baker, who has
been on a trip to Rome and the Italian

front, arrived In Paris.
Lieut C. R. Holmes and Private J.

A. Murphy

Pithy News Items
Gathered From All Over

NEWS-HERAL-

FORCE WITHOUT

STINT OR LIMIT

LUCKY STRIKE
CIGARETTE

have been decorated with
the French war cross for capturing a
German sentinel.
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
CHALLENGE FLUNG TO GERMANS
Emperor William has conferred up
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
BY PRESIDENT WIL80N
on Baron von Rlchthofen, the German
IN
HOME AND ABROAD.
.
aviator, the Order of tbe Red Eagle Weatern Newepaper Union New Service.
BALTIMORE SPEECH.
with crown and swords.
COMINO EVENTS.
month we make enough
Annual meeting New MexJoo
The admiralty reports that only six October
Cigarettes to reach,
Strike
Public Health Aaeuclatlon.
British merchantmen of 1,600 tons or
FROM ALL
end to end, from New York to China,
Artesla is to have a new cannery.
over and seven under that tonnage
0PNSTNIROL0ANCR!VE
Ueslla Valley farmers will raise
were sunk in the week ending March
the long way around. That's
many beans this year. .
30.
was
Republican,
a
Davies,
E.
P.
SAYINGS, DOINGS,
ACHIEVE'
As the excitement Incident to the
BAYS ALL WE LOVE AND HAVE
first few days of the German offensive elected mayor of Santa Fe.
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
WILL BE GIVEN TO REDEEM
Governor Lindsey Issued a proclama
dies
down reports come In of the brav,
AND FEAR8 OF MANKIND.
Regular men like the Lucky Strike
ery in face of danger of various work- tion declaring Carlsbad a city.
WORLD FOR FREE MEN."
George Williams has been reap
ers in the American Red Cross.
Cigarette good, solid Kentucky
Weatern Newapaper Union Km Service.
Italians are warned against the pointed postmaster at Mogollón.
Burley tobacco, fine for cigarette
Weitern Newspaper Union Newa Service.
ABOUT THE WAS
About $1000 In poll tax In
speech of Count Czernln by the Glor-nal- e
because
Tbe British bare recaptured Ayetta,
Is reported as delinquent.
D'ltalia, as, it says,. "Austria-HungarBaltimore, Md. President Wilson at
south of Arras.
has spoken of peace before
Tbe contract tor the erection of the a great Liberty Loan celebration here
every new offensive against Italy."
April 6 gave America's answer to the
American forces now are occupynew Luna county jail has been let,
ing a sector on the Meuse heights
The Bolshevist
government has
Poultry raising in Dona Ana county German drive on the western battle
south of Verdun.
crushed all its enemies, but cannot will be conducted on a large scale this front; to the renewed propaganda for
a uerman-mad- e
peace; to all propoFierce fighting has broken out in consider its power lasting owing to year.
the districts of Batoum, Kara and Ard- tbe disorganization of tbe country,
Secretary of the Treasurer McAdoo sals to end the war before Germany is
Leon
Trotzky declared in a speech at will be in Albuquerque on April 23 on awakened from her dream of world
ahm, In tbe Caucasus.
dominion.
Thirty German transports with Moscow.
Liberty Loan business.
troops have arrived at Hango, on the
It is persistently rumored in well inanswer was:
ine
residents
Alvln M. White of Silver City has
southern coast of Finland, southeast formed circles at Copenhagen
that been appointed a director of the U. force, force to the utmost, force
Count Czernln, the Austro-Hungarla- n
without
or
stint
limit,
of Helslngfors.
the rlgbtaous
S. employment service.
and triumphant force which shall
The recent British aerial raids on foreign minister. Intends to resign as
Over 80,200 pounds of prime
Right the law of the world and
Cologne caused 248 deaths, half of soon as peace with Rumania has been
pinto beans left Springer In make
cast every selfish dominion down in
.
whom were soldiers, according to re- finally secured.
one car for New York City.
the dust."
Erzerum, the principal city of Turkports received at Basle.
The State Council of Defense has beA few hours before the President
In the week ending March 30 Teu- ish Armenia, is reported in an Ex- gun the work of organizing community
spoke, he had reviewed a division of
tonic submarines sank three Italian change Telegraph dispatch from Mos- councils in all sections of the state. citizen soldiers, called only a few
steamships of more than 1.S00 tons cow to have been recaptured from the
tbe radio class months ago from the pursuits of
Turks by an Armenian corps, aided by at New equipment for
and destroyed one sailing vessel.
New Mexico College of Agriculthe
peace;
now transformed into fighting
a
detachment of Armenian volun- ture
At Dernancourt and southwest of teers.
and Mechanical Arts has been re- men to carry the ideals of America to
ceived at Lts Cruces.
Albert the Germans succeeded in getthe battle fields of Europe. At the
In an official statement issued by
ting a footing in allied defenses. The
C. L. Rivera of Albuquerque, has acmoment a million more of their kind
situation at Albert was restored by a the government at Paris, Premier cepted appointment to a position as a all over the land were celebrating the
Clemenceau's denial of the truth of clerk In
counter attack.
the United States embaBsy in opening of the third Liberty Loan;
assertion of Foreign Minister London at $2,000 per year.
Just to the southwest of Albert, the the
and orders for mobilizing the first of
Czernln,
a conversation concernBritish have withdrawn a short dis- ing peace that
Dona Ana county has purchased a the great army of a second million
had been held between Aus
one-hal- f
tance and the French have given up
ton truck for use in were going out to the country.
and
three
the village of Castle, west of Moreull, tria and France, was given
road work. A five-totrailer with
Those were some of the physical
says Friday's report.
dump will assist in hauling.
facts which backed his words when,
The queen of Montenegro has pre
The office of the secretary of state after reviewing briefly the evidence
In southern Russia the Germans
to Mrs. Nina Larrey Duryea, has issued this year 13,704 automobile that Germany seeks a peace for her
have captured the town of Ekateriu sented
Mrs. Laurence V. Benet and Mrs. Hu- licenses. The total number issued all world dominion, the President
Slav, an important commercial and in
bert Tuttle the gold medal of the last year was something over 14,000.
dustrlol center on tbe Dnieper river, queen's
order, the highest distinction
I know
Liquor Is said to have been respon
"I accept the challenge.
250 miles southeast of Odessa.
in her gift, in recognition of the servyou accept it. All the world
A German attack north of Moreull ices of the Duryea committee for the sible for the fatal shooting of Anselmo that
shall know that you accept It. It
Gonzales by B. Leatherwood, a ranch
was repulsed by the French fire, and relief of Montenegrin refugees.
man of the Shoemaker district near shall appear in the utter sacrifice and
Guaranteed by
Q
the enemy was unable to gain a foot"We cut down the Germans as a Las Vegas.
forgetfulness
with which we shall give
ing in any part of the French posi
harvester
cuts
we
a
we
down
all
have
love
all
wheat,"
and
said
that
that
Under a presidential proclamation
tions, the war office announces, ex wounded
lieutenant back from
25,475 acres of land are added to the to redeem the world and make It fit
cept at one point.
"We went on cutting them Santa Fe national forest In New Mex for free men like ourselves to live in.
Friday, the German official state down until we emptied our cartridge ico and 11,581 acres are withdrawn This now is the meaning of what we
ment claimed successes both north boxes. Then our dragoons on their from
do. Let everything that we say, my
the forest.
'
Gets Big Wolf.
and south of the Somme and that the mounts came right up to the firing
everything that we
What Do You Know About
Leopoldo Mazon, who was acquitted
W.
a rancher of the Mc- J.
Fountain,
number of prisoners taken since the line and brought us more cartridges."
accomplish,
ring
plan
and
henceforth
CATTLE? ,
recently
of
Gon
of
the
murder
Patrico
Kenzie Vnlley, living near Waltervllle,
beginning of the drive has Increased
response
majesty
to
true
till
the
this
Russia will form an army of 1,500,-00De Toa Want to Know ilia
zalee in Albuquerque, has been arrest
Ore., recently brought to Eugene the
to 90,000 and tbe guns captured now
power
concerted
might
of
our
and
men, not
CATTLE BUSINESS ?
power and ed there for firing a revolver through
The French estimate equipment to Inferior in
Drop a, a post rani todar and
total 1,300.
shall fill the thought and utterly de- pelt of a huge black wolf trapped by
the Germans and Japan- the top of a taxicab.
get rasa Information about
places German losses at 500,000.
feat the force of those who flout and him.
the New Book,
ese, M. Podvoisky, assistant secretary
The town of Hatch, six miles west misprize what we honor and bold
He cnught it in two traps, set close
"CATTLE, BREEDS AND OMGIrJ"
Dispatches to Les Nouvelles state of war, declared at a conference in
all breed, of cattle on earth.
to each other, and the nnlmnl had both M. DAVID ROIEnTS about
of Rincón, has asked the State Corpor dear.
VETEMUIIT CO..
100, WUKESHi, WIS.
that on the occasion of the last en Moscow of the various military de- ation Commission to secure from the
and would have escnped soon
"Germany has once more said that broken
tente allied air raid on Coblenz twen partment heads.
This would be the Santa Fe railway the establishment
Mr. Fountain not arrived when he
had
decide
B. Cola-man- ,
persons were killed and 100 first Btep in arming the whole Russian
force and force alone shall
Watson
Patent Lawyer, Washington,
of a station and agent.
There nre several of these aniD. C. AitTlce and book, Irea.
whether Justice and peace shall reign did.
wounded.
Great damage was done, nation.
In
vicinity,
mals
and
that
the ranchers Batee reasonable. Highest reference. Beeteerrleea.
A second well has been struck on In the affairs of men; whether right
the railroad station being demolished. SPORT
have been losing cattle and sheep as a
Sunshine Hill In the Electra field near as America conceives it or dominion
In the last raid on Treves, sixty per
depredations.
of
result
their
Rail birds at the track at LouiBvllle, Carrizozo. The first well Is pumping as she conceives it shall determine
sons were killed and hundreds were
Thia wolf was one of the largest
wounded, the railroad station was Ky are picking Sun Briar to win the 75 barrels per day and the second is the destinies of mankind.
ver seen In this county, measuring
historic
Southern classic, the Ken- said to be equally as good.
damaged and streets in the neighbor
is, therefore, but one re- over eight feet from tip to tip.
"There
That Itch and Burn
tucky derby.
The center section of the Socorro sponse possible from us, force force
hood were heaped with ruins.
with Cutlcura.
Jess Willard began training for his mill frame is up and general work pro to the utmost; force without stint or
The Soap to cleanse and
WESTERN
Low Visibility.
match with Fred Fulton, scheduled for gressing rapidly. The power distribu limit, the righteous force which shall
purify, the Ointment to
During the last two months oil pro July 4. Híb work
"This Is an
hotel, nil
soothe and heal. Evert consisted of a five-mil- e tion has been improved over tbe for- make right the law of the world and
where Soap25tOintment 5t50t
ductlon increased 38 per cent in Okla
walk. He will walk that distance mer mill and ball mills will take the cast every selfish dominion in the right."
homa and 42 per cent In Kansas.
particular?"
"In what
each day for a week. Then will be- place of stamps.
dust."
"It has a luxuriously furnished
Transfer of the Hammond distil gin the work in the gym. He íb now
Commissions
as - mounted police
Warning anew that a triumph of smoking
room for ladles."
lery, one of the largest in tbe Sixth lining up his sparring partners. The men have been issued by
Governor
for Germany means ruin for all
"Suppose a man's wife were in there
otbera and harta yon. Reitere throat
Internal revenue district. Into a feed champion believes Colorado will get Lindsey to R. C. Dalton, W. W. Craw arms
America has won and and he wanted to see her a
ideals
the
irritation and tickling, and get rid of coughi.
minute?"
mill, was begun at Hammond, Ind.
the fight.
cold, and hosreeneae by taking at one
ford, E. D. Oliver and Darlo Garcia, lived for, the President reiterated he
"I guess he'd have to call her out If
Copies of two personal letters writJoseph L. Turre, Denver wireless ex- all of Socorro county, and Cbarles G, was willing to discuss at any time a
he wanted to get a good loolj nt her.
ten upon official stationery of the ex pert, former Manual and Colorado Swartzell of McKinley county.
fair, just and honest peace sincerely The atmosphere inside Is rather thick."
ecutive office by Gov. G. W. P. Hunt Mines football star, left Denver for
Leon Chester Breaux of Sliver City nropo8ed "a peace in which the
Birmingham
to Charles Wolhlschlegel, secretary of Washington, D. C, where he will en was accidentally killed March 18 at strong and weak Bhall fare alike.'
the Miami branch of the I. W. W., who list in the special radio section of the Pearl Harbor, Honolulu, Hawaiian Is
I
said,
he
"when
answer,"
the
But
Tetty quarrels prolong n big war.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
Is now In jail, were made public by United States Army Intelligence Divi lands. At the time of his death the proposed such a peace came from the
the federal authorities at Globe, Ariz. sion, his work in Denver having won young man was a member of the Unit German commanders in Russia, and
Wolhlscbelgel was arrested in a raid him an appointment to that branch of ed States marines, being a first ser cannot mistake the meaning of the
on tbe I. W. W. hall in Miami.
the service.
geant.
answer.
The average loss by fire in Colorado
A pretentious golf program for the
The remains of Sergeant Robert J.
They are enjoying in Russia," the
for 1917 was only $1.03 per person 1918 season was adopted for the lake-woo- Harvey of Company A, 115th head- President declared, "a cheap triumph
according to insurance figures for the
Country Club by the tournament
quarters and military police, drowned in which no brave or gallant nation
year. . Colorado is the third lowest, committee at Denver, including a long at La Jolla, Cal., a Santa Fe boy, ar can long take pride. A great people.
The thousands of U. S. farmers who have accepted
the two lowest being Utah with 95 series of events starting with sween- - rived at Santa Fe, where the body was helpless by their own act, lies for the
Canada's generous offer to settle on homesteads or buy
cents and New Mexico with 84 cents. laaes on April 13 and continuing until buried with military honors.
farm land in her provinces have been well repaid by
time at their mercy. Their fair pro
bountiful crops of wheat and other grains. "
laie in ovember.
WASHINGTON
New Mexico is to bave a home fessions are forgotten. They nowhere
Where you can buy good farm land al $15 to $30
guard. Adjutant General James Baca set up Justice, but everywhere impose
Orders have been issued to increase GENERAL
per acre eel S2 a bushel for wheal and raise 20 to
size of ships being built.
The Cunard line steamship Valeria, is to be its commanding officer, hav their power and exploit everything for
bushels to the acre you are bound to make money
45
peoples
and
the
ing been commissioned by Governor tbelr aggrandizement,
vessel of 6,865 tons gross reíister
Secretary Baker's tour of inspection
that's what you can do in Western Canada.
Lindsey. The organization will be of conquered provinces are invited to
has been Bunk in the Irish sea.
In Europe is about at an end.
In
the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or
Robert P. Prager, 45, was hanged bv formed and maintained under pro be free under their dominion.
Alberta you can get a
Another Germanic "peace" offensive
'Are we not Justified in believing
a mob at Collinsville, 111., paying with visions of a law passed last June.
seen in Count Czernin's address.
HOMESTEAD OF
ACRES FREE
Every effort will be put forth this that they would do the same things at
President Wilson will answer Count his life for alleged
and other land at very low prices.
rlre, supposedly of lncendlarv ori. year to stimulate crop production their western front if they were not
Czernin's peace talk with assurances
During many years Canadian
in, swept the west bottoms wholesale throughout the agricultural districts there face to face with armies whom
that America "will fight to a finish."
wheat fields have averaged 20 bushels
their countless divisions cannot
many yields as high as
to the acre
Official announcement was made by business Bection of Kansas Citv. de of New Mexico. The New Mexico
property estimated at be- College of Agriculture and Mechanical
45 bushels to the acre. Wonderful
the State Department that the Japan- stroying
the conclusion of the President's
At
tween
$3,000,000
crops
Barley, and Flax. .
of
Oats,
Arts
also
reports
agents
county
and
havo
$5,000,000.
that
government
ese
has landed armed
Mixed Farming is as profitable an
uurro beef is the latest addition tn already been appointed in 19 counties address subscriptions were opened for
forces in Vladivostok.
Savings
The
of
bank
bonds.
as
Liberty
industry
grain
raising, bood
list
the
of foods brought to the fm- - to assist the farmer and stock grower
achoola, churchea: marketa convenient,
King George sent greetings to Pres- by war
Baltimore immediately took $1,000,000
conditions.
In the Altar dis- in every way possible. Writeforliteratureand
excellent.
climate
on
ident Wilson
the occasion of the trict of the state of Sonora,
Other large amounts were
particular aa to reduced railway ratea to
Captain Fred Muller of the state worth.
Mexico,
first anniversary of the entry of the burros are now being
Supt. of Immigration. Ottawa, Can., or to
subscribed.
slaughtered for land commissioner's
office, made a
United States into tbe war.
their food value.
W.V.BENÍTÍTT
"I
trip to the southern part of the state
Formulation of a national war labor
Gotham's Loyalty Shown.
United States Senator-elec- t
Bosm4.BeBlac,0auha,!leh.
where he conducted three land sales.
trvin
policy based on the recent recomL. Lenroot declared in a statement at At I --as Cruces 2,000 acres of grazing
New York. Subscriptions of $102,- Canadian Government Agent
mendations of the war labor confer- Milwaukee. Wis., that he would ..n. land were sold at an average of $3 per 000,000 were reported to the Liberty
ence board was recommended to Pres- port President Wilson in the snot . acre; at Alamogordo,
16,000 acres at Loan committee of the Now York fedident Wilson by Secretary of Labor he did in the House In all measures an average of $3, and at Carrizozo,
eral reservo district for the first day
Wilson.
helpful In the prosecution of the war. 8,000 acres at $7.02, $6.65 and $3.
of the campaign for the third loan.
News reached Washington that Italy
The German press is warnln
it.
Col. Fred A. Grant, In charge
has sent a large force to Join General readers not to expect too much nf ih of Lieut.
national
cemeteries, who was in Mulligan and Cohen Get Five Years.
army.
Foch's reserve
offensive in the west, says a Reuter Santa Fe
Denver. Frank H. Mulligan, for
Inspecting
the national cemexpenses
dispatch
War
have averaged about
from London.
mer city detective, and Philip Cohen,
etery there, the only one in the south$13,000,000
a day since the first of
Lord Aberdeen, formerly governor west, has suggested
to the highway Fort Morgan and Sterling fruit mer
July, the Treasury Department an- general of Canada and lord lieutenant
commission that a better road from chant, convicted at Brighton of the
nounced.
of Ireland, in a speech In New
robbery of Mrs. Irene Nolan at the
Santa Fe to tbe cemetery be built.
Tbe great war thus far has cost over declared peace can be achieved only
The Rrr. J. B. Greever, pastor of Model road house Jan. 2, were sen$100,000,000.000,
Representative Hull, by a victory for the allies.
VHilVER
at Brighton to serve not less
tenced
nuttM bear alienator
arSmell Pin
Tennessee, financial authority In ConKathryn Denver, 15 yuan old the RoBwell Lutheran church, waasediSmall Doee
than five years nor more than seven
charge of uttering
rested on
small
gress, estimated.
daughter of former Congressman
rite
tious language. He was taken before in the penitentiary at Canon City.
The first anniversary of the entry Mathow R. Denver, was struck by a A.
commission- Sentence was Imposed after Judge
of the United States into the war Pennsylvania passenger train i urn. er, J. Nlsbit, United States$5.000,
which Class had listened to arguments by atat
found General
Pershing's veterans mlngton, Ohio, and almost Instantly was who fixed bond
torneys for the defendants for new
furnished by big wife and
I killed.
somewhere In tbe battle zone.
trials. Motions were verruled.
many colorióos facaa but ea w greatly help moat pale-facpeople)
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PATENTS

Heal SKin Troubles

COUGHING
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Garter's Little Liver Pills
A Remedy That
You Cannot be Ol
Makes Life
Constipated XlCARTtís
and Happy

S

Worth Living

BARTER'S IRON PILLS

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

LOYAL AMERICANS

T
CRUSHING OF GERMANY CAN BE
ACCOMPLISHED ONLY BY OUR
FINANCIAL AID.

RESPOND

TO

LIBERTY

LOAN

Appeal to All True Citizens to Help
Eliminate the Diseased Tree Lying
Across the Path of True Democracy.

1 Lieut. S. Campuzano, a Cuban aviator who has won fame on the Frenen front ana nas returned to instruct
the Cuban esquadrllle. 2 The beautiful city of Bassano on the Brenta, In northern Italy, which Is believed to be
an objective of the invading Teutons. 3 Americans on the watch In the first Une trenches in France.

NEWS REVIEW OF
WEEK

THE PAST

Germans Resume Drive Toward
Amiens But Pay Heavily
For Small Gain.

FOCH'S PLAN

NOT

REVEALED

Hundred Thousand Cheering American Troops Moving Up to Battle
Front Count Czernin'a Stupid "Peace Offensive"
Exasperation Against
Disloyalists
Is
Increasing.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Halted by the magnificent defense
of the allies and, according to their
own statements, by the bad weather
prevailing, the Germans made little efforts during the first part of the week
to push further ahead In Plcardy.
Then, on Thursday, they launched a
series of furious attacks In the region
north of Montdidier, evidently aimed
railway. Ten
at the Amiens-Calai- s
times the Huns, 100,000 strong, advanced against the Franco-Britislines, only to be met with a devastating gun fire, and In the end they had
gained but a few hundreds meters of
terrain, with three small villages, at
the cost of many thousands of lives.
At the same time the British between the Somme nnd Avre rivers and
near Albert, north of Amiens, were
subjected to heavy attacks. In the
former region General Ilolg reported
that he had yielded a little ground;
nnd on Friday the fighting still was
severe, with the allied lines holding
well.
Knrller In the week there were dally
local operations at many points on
the battle front, but these were mostly
undertaken by the British and French
for the purpose of Improving their positions, and usunlly were successful.
The recapture of Ayette, south of Arras, the center of a fiercely contested
sector, by the British, and the retakby the
ing of Hnngard-en-Sunterr- e
Franco-Britisforces were apparently
enterthese
the most important of
prises. In both of them the Huns lost
heavily.
The period of comparative quiet was
utilized by both sides In strengthening
bringing up
their lines-nnments nnd supplies for the renewal of
the battle, which was regarded as inevitable. No Intimation was given of
the plans of either the Germans or the
allies, nnd there was considerable wonder In America at least that the expected counter-attac- k
by the allied reserve army did not begin. It may be
that General Foch Is planning to strike
at some sector yet unguessed. He Is
recognized as one of the best of strategists.
Since the kaiser has promised his
people a big victory, there Is every
prospect of a long period of bloody
fighting, with further heavy losses for
the Germans. Already the casualties
of the Huns have been staggering, the
estimate of the French beiiwt between
and 450,000. Those of the British nnd French have been unexpectedly light, perhaps not more than 1.10,-00Including the considerable number of prisoners.
Artillery work was almost continuous during the week, and especially
vigorous In the Montdidier region nnd
north of that toward Amiens. The
Germans admit they have had much
difficulty In getting their heavy guns to
the front, owing to the mud and the
destruction of roods by the allies. Also
their transport Is so slow that they
are short of food and ammunition.
Presumably In order to help In clearing up the congestion nnd preparing
for a resumption of the checked advance. Field Marshal Von Mackensen
went to the west front from Berlin
Wednesday.

ta

to the United
vital Interest
Is the part our soldiers are to
play In the rontinunllon of the great
battle. Offered to the allies without
Of

States

reservation by President Wilson and
General Pershing, their aid was joyfully welcomed by the British and
French and America's unselfish action
in relinquishing Independent command
for the time being was highly praised.
thoroughly
thousand
One hundred
trained American troops at once began
moving toward the places selected for
them, singing and cheering as they
ploughed the;r way through the mud,
happy that they were at last to have
opportunity to take a real part In the
mighty conflict. Where they were assigned to duty naturally has not been
revealed, but wherever they may fight,
there Is not the least doubt that the
hlglwoplnlon of them held hy the British nnd French officers will be fully
justified.
The American aviators In France
have been giving invaluable aid and
have won unstinted praises by their
boldness and skill during the battle.
Attached to the service of the allies,
they have helped them maintain complete command of the air. The American Red Cross, It Is almost unnecessary to say, has covered Itself with
added glory, for Its physicians and ambulance men and nurses who were In
the battle zone have devoted themselves with bravery and
to the care of the wounded and to Helping the refugees.
As our trained hundred thousand
marched away from the sectors they
had been holding In France, their
places were taken by less seasoned
troops who enviously cheered them on.
From this time forward the flow of
Americans to France will be continuous, for the government plans to send
about 100,000 In each remaining month
of this year. This means that by 1019
we will have 1,500,000 men over there.'
As they go. the training camps will
be refilled by drafted men, for It Is the
Intention to call out 100,000 of these
every month.
The plan now adopted of temporarily brigading American troops with
the British and French permits the
sending of National guard and National army divisions that are not yet
adequately trained and whose ranks
are not full.
Of course the success of the American program depends largely on the
tonnage available. It Is good to know
that this probably will be sufficient,
with the seized Dutch shipping, the
450.000 tons Japan Is to turn over to us
and the new vessels being built under
the direction of the shipping board.
The Inunchlngs of new vessels are increasing, in spite of lack of steel
at the big Hog Island plant nnd
labor troubles at other shipyards. The
shipping board Is planning to build a
vessels on the
number of 10,000-toGreat Lakes.

atlon against nttacks, while Russia
agrees to deliver to Roumanla the surplus of grain in Bessarabia.

ta

Teutonic dlplomnts seem to be the
stupidest on earth, and seldom have
they been more stupid than In their
latest "pence offensive." This was
launched by- - Count Czernln, the Austrian premier nnd usual cntspaw for
Germany In such matters.
It apparently was designed to separate the
United States from the allies, for the
count undertook to show that France's
was the only
claim to Alsace-Lorrain- e
real obstacle in the way of pence. Ho
said Premier Clemenceau had Inquired
through an Intermediary whether Austria-Hungary
was ready to negotiate
To tills Clemand on what terms.
encenu replies merely: "Czernln lies."
The Austrian leader snld nice things
about President Wilson's peace alms,
but declared his country would not beg
for pence but would enforce It by moral right and physical strength.
The Teutonic leaders are blind If
they cannot see that neither America
nor the entente allies will for a moment consider a peace settlement that
leaves their milltnry power unbroken
or that does not carry, as a prerequisite, the evacuation by Germany of the
Invaded territory she now holds. Only
a few days ago President Wilson, in a
letter to American Methodists, reiterated his determination to carry on the
war until the German power Is crushed.

ta

With a rush that promised to carry
all before it, the Third Liberty loan
campaign started Saturday. In every
town and hamlet in the country the
event was celebrated with parades,
salutes and speeches, nnd the enthusiasm was such that the success of the
$4,500,000,000 loan cannot be questioned. Helping to make It a success, with
money and with work, has been established as a test of patriotism, and
few will care to evade the test. Most
appropriately, the opening of the campaign coincided with the first anniversary of America's entrance Into the
war and Saturday was made a day of
remembrance and nctlon that will not
soon be forgotten.

ta

Warned by their constituents that
is so InIntolerance of
creasing that it will soon take the form
of lynch law, the members of the senate have awakened, nnd on Tuesday
three separate measures were introduced providing for dealing more drasOne would
tically with disloyalty.
greatly enlarge the scope of the espionage act and Increase the severity
of the punishments provided; the second would bar from the malls any publication printed In an enemy alien
language; the third calls for the dis
missal of any government employee
H
who unwarrantably criticizes the government or makes disloyal utterances
The situation in what once was RusThe governors of the states, at th
sia Is If possible more confusing than
ever. In Finland the allies are said first session of their conference on
aiding
revolutionary
Red
the
Americanization of aliens, also were
to be
guard ; the Germans have landed a roused to speech and action concernlarge number of troops presumably to ing the prevalence of disloyalty. Res
assist the government's White guard; olutions calling on congress to provide
the Swedes are helping the White for the enforced naturalization of all
guard, who have been shelling
aliens of draft age and to suppress all
Russian troops, Including the German language newspapers for the
guard, have period of the war were Introduced nnd
famous Preobrashensky
arrived and taken up a position on the probably would have been adopted It
Secretary of the Interior Lane had
Karelian front. In Siberia the bolshevik! forces have asked the allies to aid not Intervened with a plea against bitfighting
In
Cossacks
who terness and for a campaign of educathe
them
make Incursions from China and re- tion. Many of the governors did not
tire there ; the Japanese still hold back like this, and next dny they resumed
from Intervention at Vladivostok; the their demands that the government
bolshevik! declare Siberia never will deal more drastically with disloyal
Ists, spies and the German language
submit to Germany, but a German
press.
In Russia
army occupied Irkutsk,
proper, according to Trotsky, the
In Colllnsvllle, III., a man of Gerhave crushed all their enemies
man birth, who was accused of makcannot consider their power lasting seditious remarks, was hanged by
but
of an exasperated mob, nnd In many othing, owing to the disorganization
They
were roughly
country.
to
are
still
trying
places
er
the
raise a great volunteer army. In the handled.
taCaucasus the Armenians and Georgin the Wisconsin senatorial election
ians are fiercely fighting the Turks.
Lenroot wat
In which Congressman
In Turkestan nnd In Kiev serious
riots have broken out and elected, the Germans of the state did
hundreds of Jews have been killed. not show up any too well, for they
In Ukraine the Germans persisted In gave the Indicted Socialist. Berger, a
advancing nnd at last reports were sizeable vote, especially In Milwaukee
nenr Eknterlnoslnv, while the Turks and other German regions. Also MilIts Socialist mayor
and Kurds were threatening Sebasto- waukee
pol. Anyone who thinks he can figure There may be nothing against such
out what all this portends Is welcome men as Socialists, but the very name
now smacks of treason.
to try.
Chicago did better than Wisconsin
Ittisstu and Roumanla have concludby
treaty
which
the
latter for In its aldeminnlc election every
ed a peace
candidate met
agrees to evacuate Bessarabia and to Soclnlist and anti-wa- r
defend the Russian republican feder-- defeat. "

'e

(By WINSTON CHURCHILL, Who
Recently Returned From the War
Zone.)
Germany may be likened to n great
tree that has fallen across the path
of democracy.
The trunk Is being
chopped through by two axes, the military ax and the propagandist ax.
If the trunk Is to be severed and
the obstruction removed, neither ax
must be spared. Americans must contribute willingly to help their allies,
to support their army and navy, which
will be the deciding milltnry factor in
the struggle.
Our American president wns the
first world statesman to mnke clear
that while n military victory is essential, It Is not in itself adequate.
The great significance of this war
lies not on the bnttle lines, but behind
them. It is a wnr for humnn liberty,
humnn
and that which restricts
liberty, not only In the German emEngland
pire, but also In America and
and France and Italy and Russia
must be abolished. We are beginning
to perceive that the future progress
of democracy depends on nntionnl unselfishness and international
scientifically conceived. Issued World Proclamation.
In a series of masterly state papers
Mr. Wilson hns nnnounced to the world
that Anterica enters the war unselfishly, nnd has defined the true issue
for nil the peoples of the earth even
for those deluded portions of the. German population which, because of n
false system of education, have hith
erto upheld the hands of the worst
enemies of liberty, the Junkers. Until
quite recently, one of the most disquieting symptoms from the point of
view of the allies was a discontent
with, If not an actual opposition to, the
wnr of large elements among the working classes of the allied peoples. In
Russia, where democracy was most
cruelly suppressed, where conditions
for the peasant and the worklngmnn
were hardest, a revolution actually
took place a revolution that has
sounded the keynote of our times. The
world service which our president Is
doing Is that of enlisting the allegiance of those masses for the wnr.
He Is convincing them that It Is their
wnr. And these are they upon whom
the evils of an oittword economic system have pressed hardest, and who
hitherto have seen little hope that victory over the Germans meant their
Mr. Wilson has Isown dellvernnce.
sued a world proclamation of emancipation from economic slavery.
Make Their Own Treaties.
He not only declares that powerful
nations shall cease to exploit little nations, but that powerful Individuals
shall cense to exploit their fellow men.
He declares that henceforth no wars
shall be fought for domination, and
that to this end secret treaties shall
The peoples through
be abolished.
their representatives shall make their
own treaties. And Just ns national
democracy insures to the Individual
the greatest amount of
world democof
to
racy shall Insure
the individual nations of the earth, in
order that each may be free to make
its own contribution to world democracy.
Fighting for Oppressed.
This is the spirit In which America
has entered the wnr. We nre fighting
And
for the oppressed everywhere.
we are equally determined thnt the InIn
inequalities
that
exist
justice and
our own government, the false standards of worth, the materialism, the
luxury and waste shall be purged from
our midst. We shall seize this opportunity to finish up the cleaning of our
own household. To sustain our army
and navy in the struggle for such a
cause, to uphold our president, to aid
our allies who have fought so long and
so bravely, these are worthy of our
sacrifices. I am confident that the response of the American people to the
third Liberty loan will be generous.

REPULSE HEAVY

Spring Colds

GERMAN ATTACK

Are the y.orst

TEUTONS
HURL
OF
MASSES
TROOPS AT ALLIES REGARDLESS OF BIG LOSSES.

They lead to catarrh and
pneumonia. They weaken
the entire system and leave
it unable to resist the sudden
changes. They interfere with
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AT

YLADIYSTQK

GERMAN

ON
RAID
AMERICAN
TRENCHE8 AT TOUL COLLAPSES
WITH HEAVY CASUALTIES.

Weitcrn NeWflpaper Union New. Service.

your digestion and lessen your activity. Neglected they soon become
that dread disease known as systemic catarrh. Don't neglect them.
It's costly as well as dangerous.

PERUNA

Will Safeguard You

Have a box of Peruna Tablets with you for the sudden

cold or exposure. Tone your system up with a regular course of the
liquid Peruna, fortify it against
colds, get your digestion up to normal, take care of yourself, and avoid
danger. If you are suffering now
begin the treatment at once. Give
Nature the help she needs to throw
off the catarrhal inflammation, and
again become well.
Peruna has been helping people
for 44 years. Thousands of homes
rely on it for coughs, colds and indigestion. It's a good tonic for the
weak, as well.
The Peruna Company

Paris, April 8. Heavy fighting took
place in the Oire and Somine regions
but all the powerful German attacks
Saturday were repelled by the French
troops, except on the left bank of the
Olae, where the French were forced to
withdraw to positions previously prepared, according to the war office announcement.
The Germans are continuing their
plunging tactics in the Amiens battle
area, with their operations rapidly developing Into a greatly magnified VerOhi
Columbua.
dun.
The similarity with the classic exI
no more necessary
than Smallpox. Army
ample of a German attempt to beat
TYPHOID
experience has demonstrated
down an enemy by sheer
force is
the almost miraculous effi
cacy, and harmletiness, of Antityphoid Vaccination.
daily growing. This development obBe vaccinated NOW by your physician, you and
narrowyour
itself
because
Is
family.
trudes
of the
It more vital than house Insurance
Ask your physician, druggist, or send for "Kav
ing of the area Involved In the attack
you had Typhoid?" telling of Typhoid Vaccine,
and the practice of hurling great results from use, and danger from Typhoid Carriers,
THE CUTTEB
LABORATORY,
BERKELEY,
CAL
masses of troops at the defenders of
a narrow front, regardless of sacrifices.
Wasted Energy.
Saturday, the main attack was de"What n pity Narcissus, who pined
livered on the allied center, after the nwny .M'ciiiisti he couldn't fat or sleep
blow launched south of the Somme on for uriintriiiK his own beiiuty, didn't
Thursday and that driven in to the live in these times."
north of the river on Friday, had spent
"Why, Ihhv would that have helped
themselves.
hi in?"
"Yon poor booh, he could have kept
Field Marshal Haig's report says
that a German attack on the British on ailniiriiiK himself and got a lot
lines opposite Albert Saturday was re- out of it as n movie idol."
pulsed and that British counter attacks in Aveluy wood placed the British in positions formerly held by them.
The British on Sunday engaged in
sharp local fighting at various points
Gave Up Hope of Recovery, But
and repulsed German counter attacks.
Doan's Restored His Health.
They also drove oft by artillery fire
two German attacks launched in the
Has Been Well Since.
neighborhood of Bucquoy.
J. B. Ragless, carpenter. 210 W. 60th
West of Noyou, a German detachat., Unicago, ill., says: My back gave
ment which had gained a foothold In
out completely and I had to quit work.
the French lines were forced out by
I could hardly endure the pain in my
a counter attack.
back and nights I tossed and turned,
unable to sleep. Often in the morn-iThe second phase of the great batmy back was as
tle along the Somme, which the Ger
etiff as a board, so that
mans began on Thursday last, has died
I couldn't stoop to dress
down and there are signs that the en
myself.
When I did
emy Is about to thrust again on a big
manage to bend over,
before
me
everything
scale."
turned black. My head
whirling
seemed to be
London. According to a semi-off- i
and sometimes I was so
cial dispatch from Moscow, the foldizzy I had to grasp
something to keep from
lowing official statement has been Is
falling.
sued there: In reference to the landHr.
"The kidney secretifliü
ing of Japanese at Vladivostok, the
tions were irregular in
is
council of people's commissaries
passage, getting me up at night and
undertaking political steps and at the the passages burned cruelly. I lost my
same time orders all the soviets in Siappetite, wbb weak and listless and
pounds
in
went down twenty-fiv- e
beria to offer armed resistance to an
weight.
When I had almost given up
enemy Incursion into Russian terrihope, BoarCs Kidney PUIm cured me.
tory."
Soon after, I passed an examination
A Copenhagen dispatch to the Exfor life insurance and I'm glad to say
my cure has lasted."
change Telegraph Company says that
It Is officially reported that in the capSworn to before me,
GEO. W. DEMPSTER, Notary Public.
ture of Tammerfors the White Guards
lost 2,000 men, while 12,000 of the Red
Gat Dotn's at An Stan, 60e Bos
Guards were either killed or wounded
or taken prisoner.
CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.
With the American Army In France,
April 8. Two German falds on differSupply and Demand.
ent sectors of the American position
markets regulated by supnorthwest of Toul were repulsed with ply"Are the
demand?"
and
enemy casualties. The Germans were
"Yes," replied Mr. Dustln Stnx. "The
driven off before reaching the Amerisystem is based on a limited
can trenches by accurate machine gun latest
supply of stuff and a large demand for
and automatic fire.
money."

Had To Quit Work

DOAN'S

TROOPS TO ENTRAIN APRIL 26.

"iV

Many a man's belief in his superior
Marshal Crowder Calls 150,-00- 0 wisdom makes a fool of hlni.
Draft Men to Report.
Washington.
On orders from Provost Marshal General Crowder the
CORNS LIFT OUT!
following quotas will entrain for the
cantonments for the five-daperiod
beginning April 26:
COSTS FEW CENTS
Idaho, 604; Nebraska, 1,460; Nevada, 179; Utah,. 618; Alabama, 3,301;
Arizona, 470; Arkansas, 2,736; CaliDrops of magic! Doesn't
fornia, 4,363; Colorado, 1,029; Connecticut, 2,279;
Delaware, 141; Dishurt one bit! Drop a little
trict of Columbia, 492; Florida, 3,360;
Freezone on a touchy corn,
Georgia, 6,356; Illinois, 8,801; Indiana,
instantly that corn stops hurt6,968; Kansas, 1,921; Kentucky, 3,396;
ing, then you lift it off with
Louisiana, 4,549; Maine, 919; Mary
5,810;
land, 2,120;
Massachusetts,
the ringers. No pain! Try it!
3,513;
Michigan, 6,590;
Minnesota,
Mississippi, 2,004;
Missouri, 4,078;
Bonds Feed -- the Boys.
Every farmer knows how his boys New Jersey, 2,137; New Mexico, 406;
like to eat. Mother's fried chicken New York 10,171; North Carolina, Í,and apple dumplings nnd pumpkin pies 054; North Dakota, 1,037; Ohio,
923;
Oregon,
Oklahoma, 2,291;
in the world when
haven't a chance
1
- -- . ...Kin T Ala a Pennsylvania, 10,956; Rhode Island,
the bOyS SIC UOU m iuimc.
1,969;
In
Carolina,
the
and
South
South DaFrance
851;
nre
r farmers' boys
kota, 720; Tennessee, 4,751; Texas,
Hunfarmer aoesn i wiuu mrm iw
Virginia, 1,065;
Vermont, 421;
gry over there. Liberty Bonds buy
Washington, 1,596: West Virginia, 1,-food for them.
039; Wisconsin, 3,736; Wyoming, 335.
Don't Bury Your Bond.
Liberty Bell Rings for Loan.
neighbor
your
have
and
you
When
The old bronze
Concord, Mass.
bought your Liberty Bonds, don't take
that summoned the farmers of
them home nnd hide them In the cup- bell
to
1775 to fight for
In
Concord
arms
board. Take them to your country
their country's liberty rang again
banker nnd have him give you certifiApril 6 to call forth the resources of
cates of deposit for the bonds. Your
Fed-rn- l
citiiens in support of the country's
banker can take these bonds to a
Liberty loan.
Why wait? Your druggist sells
Reserve bank and borrow money
a tiny bottle of Freezone for a few
'.or your nse In case you suddenly find Two Assistant War Secretaries Named
sufficient to rid your feet of
cents,
Hiding
a
yourself In need of funds.
Washington.
President Wilson ap
every hard corn, soft corn, or corn
bond Is as bad as hoarding money. Keep pointed Edward R. Stettin his second
between the toes, and calluses,
without soreness or irritation.
the bonds and the money In circula
assistant secretary of war, and Fred P.
Freezone is the much talked of
Hon and the country will pull througt
Keppel third assistant secretary of
discovery of the Cincinnati genius.
this crisis all right.
ar.'
Provost
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COMMISSIONERS'

PROCEEDINGS

(Continued from first page)

Because Ik's for One Thing Only, TranquilinoArmijo
2 00
and Estancia People AppreAIcarioDominguez
28.00
ciate This.
WmDow
6.00
Nothing can be good for everything.
2.00
Doing one thing well bring! success. AMeHan
12.00
Doan's Kidney Pills are for one thing JoeMcKinlpy
only.
EWDavis
2.00
For we ik or disordered kidneys.
LARouss.au sal Sep Bs'r 250.00
Here is reliable evidence of their ChasLBurt
sal co supt
450.00
worth.
J. A. Deitrich, bricklayer, 603 Oallis-te- CandelarioTrujillo sal jano

.St., Santa Fe, N. Méx., says:
"My kidneys were disordered and acted irregularly. kMy back was painful
and as my work calls for a lot of lifting and bending over, I was in misery.
I used Doan's Kidney Pills and one box
showed they were what I needed.
When I had used several boxes I was
cured. Doan's put my kidneys in good
working order and the paina in my
back and other symptoms left me.
That cure has lasted for long time

now."
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't sim
ply ask for a kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
Mr. Dietrich had.
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. V.
adv
Foster-Uilbour- n

NOTICE
U.

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.

March 27. 1918.
Notice is hereby given that Frank M.
Tutt, of Mcintosh, New Mexico, who.
on April 26, 1913, made homestead
entry, No 018443, for r
nU
ney,
t
31,
Section
Township
north. Ranee 9 east. N. M. P. Men
dian, has filed notice of intention to
make final three-yea- r
Proof, to establish
claim to the lana above described, be
fore Neal jenson, U. S. Commissioner,
at Estancia, New Mexico, on May 13,

nw,

118
Claimant names as witnesses:

L. C. Fix, David Stump, Ross Archer, Frank Laws, all of Mcintosh, New
Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
4 4 5 2

Notice for Publication.
the District Court of Torrance
County, State of New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that whereaB,
the probate court of Torrance county,
N M., his authorized the admifriBtra
tors of the estate of Annus McGilli
vrav, deceased, to sell the personal
property belonging to the estate and
whereas, the District (jourt of the said
count v has also authorized the euardian
of the minor heirs of the said decedent
to sell their hereinafter described real
estate, and whereas, the stock and
ranch should be sold tegether and it
appears that they will bring a better
price tnat way tnan otherwise; now,
therefore, notice is hereby given that
undersigned
will on the 15th day of
April, A. i) 191. at l o'clock r. M.,
at the home ranch of the said Angus
McGillivray about twenty miles east of
estancia, in M., sell ail oí the follow
ing described property to the highest
and best bidder to wit:
About 2.500 head bred ewes;
About 600 head ewe lambs;
About 40 bucks;
And about 175 head of cattle:
About 11 head of horses and several
burros, wagons, harness, machinery,
tools and household goods belonging
with the ranch.
The ranch of said decedent consisting
of about 16 sections of pasture all
fenced, three wells and windmills,
tanks, corrals, sheds, etc.
A small part of this land is patented,
three sections are school land leases
and the balance is selected State lands.
For further particulars and terms inquire of undersigned
The right is re
served to reject any or all bids.
JOHN McGILLIVRAY,
Guardian.
E. L. MOULTONrand
JOHN McGILLIVRAY,
In

Administrator

Keep Well
Do not allow the
poisons .of undigested
food to accumulate in
your bowels, where they
are absorbed into your
system. Indigestion, constipation, headache, bad
blood, and numerous
other trouble: sre bound
to follow.
Keep your
system clean, as thousands of others do, by
taking an occasional dose
of the old, reliable, vegetable, family liver medicine.

Thedford'8
Black-Draug- ht

Mrs. W. F. Pickle, of
Rising Fawn.Ga., writes:
"We have used Thed-ford- 's
Black-Draug- ht

a family medicine.

as

My
could not
take calomel as it seemed
too strong for her, so she
used Black-Draug- ht
as a
mild laxative and liver
regulator
We use it
in the family and believe
it is the best medicine for
the liver made." . Try it
Insist on the genuine
1 nedlord S.
X a pack
mother-in-la- w

...

see.
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itor

123.33

RomanTenorio pris'rs board 69.50
RomanTenorio exp sheriff 365 35
AlejandroBarela 3 loads
wood

10.50
ThosBRapkoch bond prem 52,00
RomanTenorio stamps
15.00
JulianSalas stamps etc
66.00
RRomero treas stamps etc 50.45
ChasLBurt office expense 104.42
ChasSawey drayage'
4.00
PedroBachicha4 loads wood 14 00
MariaaoVigH exp probate
34.59
judge
AlejandroBaca sheriff exp 47.50
MrsMLRapkoch assignm't
6.00
102.65
EstTelCo tel service
SNShirley scavenger wk
14.50
BeckDupCo duplicator
20.00
JesusCandelaria exp com'r 33.00
"
54.00
PoncianoSancb.es "
" "
48.00
MelcorLuna
FelicianoChy Salas exp as'r 33.39
EliasSanches bal sal janit'r 12.05
1.68
RobertsNumMachCorep'rs
6.00
MrsTBRapkoch assg '
JLStubblefield exp H supt 36.00
WillieElgin part judgm't 2200.00

The following accounts were
approved for payment at the
next regular meeting:
1.25
SimonEAtencio JP fees
3.00
PolinarioChavez elec jdg

JSKellerconstfeespreNo5

7.03

RLHitt prtg and supplies 110.37
5.25
LeoPPadiilaconstfeespre6
2.00
CMMilbourn elec clerk
FarmersandStockm'sBank
asgmt ViterboMartines 20.00
102 06
CJAmble med services
PASpeckmann subscrip
8 50
tion etc
JoseCGarza interpret'r fees
WarrenGraham elec jdg etc 8 00
EstNews-Heralprtg etc 14 36
ChasBurrusB asgmt Julian
3.00
Sanches
15.17
LPPadilla const fees
JAConstant prtg & suppl's 28 64
SBDouglas elec jdg
3.00
GeoDBarnard&Co supplies
for offices
d

alty and costs and for exemption
for the year 1912, was examined
and recommended.
The petition of Martha Wagner
deceased, by her agent W. W.
Wagner for the relief of penalties was presented and recommended.
The petition for the correction
of taxes on lots 1 and 2 section
for the year 1912, was pre2
sented and recommended.
The petition of Victor Lueras
for the reduction of taxes on
1500 head of sheep assessed by
the state tax commission for the
year 1917, was presented and
8--

recommended.
The petition of Jose T. Larrana-g- a

for correction of taxes for the
year 1912, praying for exemption
and reduction of penalty and
costs, was examined and recommended.
The petition of George Stone
for the reduction of taxes against
a mortgage on his stock was examined and recommended- The report of the county clerk
for January. February and
March, was presented and ap
proved.
The report of the sheriff for
the months of January, February
and March were presented and

approved.
The bill of J. S. Keller for
constable fees in the sum of
$11.00 is presented and approved
The report of J. L. Gonzales
J P precinct No- 9 Palma is pre
sented and approved.
Comes now R. E. Farley and
presents a petition to the board
of county commissioners for per
mission to erect or construct a
bridge or reservoirandditchacross
an arroyo for the purpose of diverting the waters therefrom,
and for the improvement of the
road crossing.
The board after
being advised in the premises
and after considering the same
grant said permission and he
hereby is authorized to do the
work as set out in his said peti
-

tion.

In the matter of the petition
from Abo for the
appointment of George Sanchez
as J P the board finding no resig
nation of the former J P decide
that whenever a resignation of
the said former J P is filed the
DonacianoChavez elec jdg 3.00 clerk may issue an appointment
DNBaca elec jdg
3 .00 to the said George Sanches as
Albright&Anderson index
such J P.
.53
tabs
In the matter of the petition
vVFChaffin drayage
2 50 of B. C. Barker for appointment
DNBaca int'ptr JP court
2 00 as constable, the board orders
SimonEAtencio JP fees pre 5 2 50 the clerk to issue a citation to
JSKeller const fees pre 5 13.50 to the former constable A. F,
EugenioBrito asgnd to AJ
Hibler directing him to appear
Green janit'r wk extra
14 00 before the said clerk .and show
Nat'lSafeCo safe bd ed'e'n 85.00 cause wherefore he should not
ChasBurruss asgmt Man'l
enter his resignation and if he is
Sanchez Jr
12.00 nota bonafide resident of the
CMMiller drayage
1 80 state or the precinct to tender
JLLobb JP fees
12.30 his resignation as such constable,
HutchinsonOfficeSupplyCo
and thereupon to issue an ap
supplies
20 12 pointment to the said B. C. Bar
NMPubCo records
60 00 ker as constable.
HCMosely elec judge
3.00
The petition of Carlo3 Brito
KempBros supplies
34 20 for the correction of taxes for
HCMosley mem reg brd
3 00 the years 191 1 and 1916 on prop
ClarenceStump elec jdg
3.00 erty assessed to unknown ownCharlesBurruss asgmt
ers, was presented and recomManuelSanchesJr
6 00 mended.
EustaquioGonzales work
In the matter of the incorpor- at court house
1 50 tion of the village of Willard, all
EstDrugCo supplies
25 35 provisions of law having been
EstLumCo bal of acct
52.75 complied with, the said village
LeoPPadilla const fees pre 7 17.23 was declared duly incorporated
GHBuerMD med services 67.00 and an election ordered to be
EDArmijo house rent
2 00 held on April 30th for the elecJLLobb JP fees
31.05 tion of a mayor, four trustees
Crane&Co supplies
55 95 and a clerk.
L. C. Han Ion and
MarianoVigil exp JP
8 59 Jose Maria Cisneros were ap
The petition of Mrs. Ethlyn pointed judges of said electon
Angle Berry for correction of and C. B. Custer and Salvador
taxes for year 1917, was exam Jaramillo clerks.
ined and recommended
Official bond of John Schubert
The petition of C. B Custer as constable of Precinct 19 re
for reduction of taxes was ex jected because conditions did not
amined and recommended, same conform to statute, and Schubert
being for cattle assessed by state directed to file a new bond in
tax commission for the year 1917 conformity with law.
The petition of Joe Davis for The report of the treasurer as
correction of taxes for the year to the amount of funds on hand
1917 on property assessed to un- in
the different funds was preknown owners, was examined sented, examined and approved.
and recommended.
Now comes the Torrance coun
The petition of L. C. Fix for ty board of education and pre
the correction of taxes for the sents to the board an oral peti
year 1917 was examined and tion for an aoDroDriation. out of
recommended.
any funds available for the help
The petition of Relies S. de and cooperation of the work of
Larra fiaga for reduction of pen the boys and girls clubs in the
of the people

LUCY

Special Correspondence.

Mrs. Watkins moved home
last week from Estancia, where
she has b?en to send her children
to school Mr Watkins came in
on Saturday without writing;
hence it was an agreeable surprise.
A pie supper ,was given at
Clarence Vick's Saturday night
to raise funds to defray the expenses of a Sunday school which
was organized on Sunday. It is
to be held at 3 p m. each Sun
day.

M'INTOSH
Special Correspondence.

Mcintosh has come to life.
week before Easter two
dancing parties were given at
The first being
Mr. Bowman's
a birthday surp'ise party for Mr.

The

Bowman on March 27th. Fifty-fou- r
guests came to wish him
The
many returns of the day.
second party wis given in honor
of Miss Clara Torrence and Miss
Dixie Lipe on March 29. Forty-fiv- e
All
friends were present.
the young folks are learning to

"rag" as a result of these dancing parties.
C. E. Hale, section foreman
Míbs Minnie Laws and Wayne
here, and his family left Sunday
night for Frontenac, Kansas, Laws were home for the Easter
where he is to have charge of the holidays.
track .work in the yards.
John
Mrs. Yates and children came
H. Addington of Silio came Mon down fronSanta Fe on Wednesday to fill his place here.
day, March 27th, and stayed with
Mrs. Boyd, who has been visit Mr. and Mrs, G. W. Felton till
ing her sons, Arthur and Claude, Sunday, March 30th.
for about a week, went back to
Mr. and Mrs. Brittain were
her home in Demmitt, Texas, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clack at
Tuesday.
Brit Boyd, another Tajique on Easter Sunday.
brother, who also was visiting
Jewel Brittain spent Sunday
with his mother, returned at the
and Sunday night with Izella
same time.
Dodds.
C. H. Bennett and family and
Miss Gertrude Dodds is home
Misses Hattie Reed and Myrtle
She has been
from Santa Fe.
Hubbard went to Albuquerque staying with' Mrs. Wheeler in
Friday afternoon, returning SunSanta Fe for several months,
day afternoon. On the way over
Tom Barker of Estancia is
the mountains they had a narrow escape from falling into a herding cattle for J. A. Brittain
canyon about twenty feet. They
J. A. Brittain and O. W. Bay
got so far over the precipice that havé been buying cattle for two
they had to be pulled out by a or three weeks to ship.
passing car.
The Red Cross pie supper was
Mrs. Jane Priestly, Mrs. S. A. a great success Friday night.
Edmonds' mother, returned to The proceeds were $36.25. Char
her home in Nebo, 111., Monday ley Stump drew the lucky num
night.
ber and got the quilt.
A. B. Maloney has joined the
Mrs. H. C. Merrifield spent
Ben Hur Literary Society and Saturday with Mrs. Brittain.
has been elected to office.
Miss Caithness Falconer went
to Albuquerque with Mr. and
RATTLESNAKE
Mrs. Sherwood Saturday to visit
Special Correspondence.
Miss Marion Lipe and has not re
Quite a crowd of young folks turned yet.
from this community and Lucy
Mr. and Mrs. Brittain gave a
attended the dance at Encino
party to the young folks
little
last Saturday night.
Saturday night.
Singing was enjoyed by the
Mr. and Mrs. Laws invited the
young folks here Sunday night
Sunday
school out to their house
at the home of N. C Hawkins, Sunday
afternoon for singing.
Several of the young folks The practice seemed to help
from this place attended the them for they sang much better
April Fool dance at Lucy last at the Christian Endeavor SunMonday night.
Everyone re day night.
ports a nice car ride.
Miss Willie Gumfory is visiting
PROGRKSSO .
Special Correspondence.
home folks this week.
Rev. Waltz preached another
A few of our young folks at one of
those good sermons at the
tended the Ben Hur Society Fri school house Friday night.
He
day night.
will preach again next Sunday
Miss Carrie Hawkins visited afternoon. Everybody come.
her cousin, Miss Melvina Rhodes
B. E. Piggott and Glen Mulkey
this week.
went back to Estancia to work
Some folks say you can't raise Monday.
Be
anything in New Mexico.
d
Fred Frevert and family
lieve me, the ,?ind has been rais
with Mrs. Geo. Myers.
ing sand around here for the last
C, M. Pearce and wife, Ray
few days.
Elliston and Blanche Riddels
Fords sometimes get unmanage- spent Sunday on the mesa kodakable and run over fence posts.
ing.
Sun-daye-

FOR

BILKHJS

TROUBltS.

Rufus Humphries of Neta-wakKansas, came in Friday
and will farm with his brother,
John Humphries, this summer.
Howard Payne and family
spent Sunday evening with C.
M. Pearce and wife.
county, the same being a part of
Mrs. N. A. Jones and children
the educational institution and of accompanied by
Rev. Waltz
utmost necessity in the present spent
last Friday at the Beedle
emergency.
The board after home.
considering the proposition and
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Stalev vis
being advised that the government has appropriated a sum ited M. J. White and family Sun
equal to $100.00 per month for day.
salary of the instructor, and that
C. M. Pearce and Ray Elliston
the appropriation sought from were transacting business in Esthe countv will be used to de- tancia Monday.
fray the necessary expenses of
carrying on the work and will
FRONTIER
cover a period of six months, Special Correspondence.
under the direction and superOur singing convention passed
vision of the county agent for off with a good old time. The
Torrance county, the board here- convention met on Saturday
by appropriates the said sum of night with Vice President L. C.
$400 out of any funds available, Timmons in
the chair. After
provided that if there are not the delegates were seated the
sufficient funds in the general following nfrinara nrai-danteA'
county fund then the same will Jackson Welch, president; B. E.
be paid out of any fund designat Timmons, vioe president: Miss
Mamie Spencer, secretary-trea- s
ed by the district court
urer: Rev. rnnnrri Shockev.
Adjourned subject to call of chaplain.
After the convention
chairman.
closed a short but interesting
a,

To promote a healthy action of the
liver and correct the disorders caused
by biliousness, Chamberlain's Tablets
Try them and see how
are excellent.
quickly they give you a relish for your
iiruu aim uwhdu iunb uuii aiiu nuup-ifeeling.
adv

a

Shoulders

All Baking
Lares

When CALUMET
comes in. all bakinc
troubles take auick
leave. You go right
ahead and mix ud bak

ing materials, for biscuit- scakes anything without fear
of uncertainty. Calumet makes
you forget failure.

CALUMET

BAKING POWDER
is the most popular because it does give
most perfect results. It has the big
gest demand because it is tne most
The fact that it iathe
Beller proves that it is the best.
Atrial will convince you that there is
none just as good. Buy acan it you
are not satisnea taice it dsck ana
get your money back.
Calumet contains only such mgre- clients as have been approved
officially by the U. S. Food
Authorities.
Yok

Toa

tara wkra jom buy It.
wkca jm m it

un

a

nil ar

ni

ir

n il

program was rendered by the
local class.
Moriarty was selected for the next place of
meeting which will be on the
22nd and 23rd of June. The
convention was opened Sunday
morning at 10.
We had a large
crowd and good singing all day.
Luke Burns was visiting at the
Timmons home during the convention.
Rev. J. A. Scoggins preached
a fine sermon at Frontier last
Sunday to a well filled house.
Ellison Timmons was up from
Estancia with home folks Saturday night and Sunday.
Mr. Spencer nooned with Mr.
Sewell and family Sunday.
Mr. Hibner and family and B.
E. Timmons dined with John
Vanderford Sunday.
We have Sunday school at this
place every Sunday at 10 a. m.,
and singing every Sunday evening. Everybody invited to come
every Sunday.
The Frontier singing class has
been invited to meet with the
Cedar Grove class next Sunday
They have accepted
evening.
the invitation .
.

I want to list one hundred
farms and ranches for sale in
When list is
Torrance county.
obtained I will advertise same
extensively in the east.
If you
want to sell, get in on this. Call
at Farmers and Stockmens Bank.
V. E. Bréese.

SUFFERING FROM COLD
If you shiver in frosty
weather, if you have cold hands
and feet, if colds are stubborn
and frequent, then your blood
may be thin and impoverished.

man

has been correcting this condition for nearly fifty years. It

possesses rare powers for

creating natural bodv warmth.

for charging summer blood
with winter richness and
strengthening both throat
and lungs.
The Norwegian cod Hver oil in
Scott. Eaaubtoa is now refined In oar
own American laboratories wblcB
luakel It pure and palatable.
Scott A Bowae. Btoomneld.W.J.

